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Theorizing Fatherhood:
Poststructuralist Perspectives

In recent times. the poststructuralist perspective, developing from theorists as
diverse as Marx. Althusser, Lacan. Freud, Derrida and Foucault. has exerted
an enormous inlluence upon social and cultural t'Icory and research. Onc
major characteristic of poststructuralism is the 'linguistic turn'. or drawing
attention to the constitutive role plaved by language in creating notions of
reality. The eoncepts of discourse and subjectivity are central to poststruc-
turalist theorizing. in its focus on the in tertwining of textual representations
and the construction and delimitation of personal identities.

This chapter reviews the theoretical underpinnings for our anal> sis of the
mcanings and experiences of fatherhood. The interlinking of discourse. sub-
jectivity. knowledge and power are explained and thcir relationships to
ernbodiment. the project of' the self and gender practices explored. The dis-
cussion ends with an acknowledgement of the entotional and unconscious
dimension uf h untan experience. including what mug id he described as the
'ex tra-discursive'. and how this tlintension should also he considered impor-
tant in understanding hosv men construct and conduct themselves as fathers.
providim: important insights on the emotional. conIlictual le\ el oimeaning in
intimate relations with others.

Discourse and Subject i% it.

Subjectivity. which is becoming a central problematic in contemporary social
anZI cultural theory, may be define(' as the varying forms of selfhoods by
M hiel) people ex perience and define themsel% es. I'vloving a •ay from the
notion of 'the sell - as a live(' identity that has tended to dontinate the posi-
tivist social sciences and health sciences. subjectk ity is gencrally representad
in poststructuralist writings as dynamic and lieterogeneous \kithin irsdi.

lifespans: • Unlike humanisin. which implies a conscious. knms
11:i1 - :d. rational subject. poststructuralisin theorizcs subjectivity as a site of
disunity and cotillict . (Weedon. 1992: 21). IvIichel	 Foticitult's writings on

notions of the human subject are historically contingent and consta t ly
created and recreated through discourse hme heen extreincly inlluential here.
Foticault argued that we Cill1110t accept the 110[1011 Of selihood as pre-ev ist
to social and cultural processes. Rather. ..c need to acccpt that selfhood is a
product of diese processes. Foueault's u.. n nIork \s	 directed to identity mg

the historical conditions in Inch particular subject positions are mace pos-
sible.	 -

Discourse is central to the production and maintenance of subjeetisity.
‘Vhen, for example. people draw upon certain discourses in talking about or
telling stories about themselves. they do so sv j'II the intention of presentin.z
certain persona or character (although this may not al •ays be a cor.scious
intention). This presentation of the self invariably insolves accessing a pool of
pre-established discourses that circulate in sx ider seeiety and within a specit-ie
social context. Likeuise. people are positioned by others in discursix e inter-
actions as particular types of individuals. The use of discoLrse. there:-ore. is
constitutive of the self and oí others. As such. 'hunian c(-)iniminicat ion eanr.ot
be seen simply as a matter oí information transfer from one loca::on to
another. it must he seen as ontologically fiwniar:.e. as a process by t111:,:h
people can. in communication with one another. literaily in-forni oree
another's brin& (Shotter. 1989: 145: original emphasig.

As we observed in the previous chapter. fatherhood is a phenomenon
around which there currently exist man> and often competing dise‘urses.
Discourses. as svays uf framing. speaking about and 121‘ ing meaning	 p'ne-
nomena, are the sites oí struggle. open 10 challenge from other dise.urses.
Depending on the context. some discourses are heeemonic oxer ,:the7s.
taking charge oxer the delinition of what is considere(' to be • trt.-.n . . As
Foucatilt has argucd. — Trut h . " is linked in a circular relation ith systems of
power hich produce and sustain it. and to effects of pouer uhteh it 1:-..duees
and which extends it' (1984a: 74). This is particu:arly the ease 	 dise mrs-es
issue forth from privileged and authoritatis e social instittit:ons sud .. as the
government. the ntass media. the legal sy Ntein, mediarse ar.d
religious institutions and the education sy stem I‘Veedon. 	 199:: II,
family .. for example. is a prime site for discursive 	 ent	 irc m Ir.::711bz'
of there authoritatise institutions. xsho attempt 	 trame ::s	 a.r.d
regulate its memhers in certain ays (see Chapter 21. Es en 	 the,: ins-.:-
tutions there may he a number of competin‘e disce . urses	 a pa:-.1cLar
phenomenon. As a result. diere is neler any one.i: ved ‘‘ ay o: . th:nkint:
and representing phenomena such as fatherhood. Ra:her. there niay :e
to he identiliable hiera rchies oí discourse. in sxh:en at some times St s 7. -.0	 s-
cotirses are hegemonic. carry ing mos( credibility and u eipt ir. ller . 7:inJ a
particular phenomcnon. The heeemony of any 	 • art:eular	 •• -
ex er. is tenuous. continually subject to contestat:on and 7.;:\\	 atte:-.:ms
delire meaning.

Discourses and practices are inextricably intertulned and
(heir effects. cach shaping the other. Thus. fue exaniple. por ..lar and :-ed:..11
texts uhich emphasize the importance of men pa:tic:pati:-.; ir. :111: 7 7th
(heir children. highligh t Mg the need for them lo 	 ith and ::el	 ser- -.o
their infant and partner. are likely to he niajor 	 :o . 	 ina:-
sion about	 heth2r to he present at the hirth 	 h:s ch...dre-i. II.
practiccs inlluence discourses in the same skay 	 dis,ourse.	 t'en.,
tices. The more men who are present at the h.7th
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example. the more textual sources ma • point to the importance of such par-
ticipation. identifying a 'norm' or a • trend . . thus perpetuating and supporting
the practice.

Poststructuralism takes up manv of the concerns of the earlier social con-
structionist position. which has argued that any type of knowledge and
understanding of reality, scien tiñe or otherwise. is inevitably constructed and
understood through social and cultural processes (see Berger and Luckmann.
1966- for a classic statement on the social constructionist position in sociol-
ogy). This recognition has led to the insi g.ht that those aspects of human
experience	 that viere previously considere(' to he fixed. natural and
immutable. such as gender and the human body. are rather the historical
produces of shifting social t'orces and power relations. As such. the social
constructionist perspective views both motherhood and fatherhood, rather
than being instincti( e' or 'inherent'. inscribed in the genes and biology, as
learnt through acculturation finto a particular sociocultural and historical
context. Thus far. there has heen more attention paid to the social constate-
tion of motherhood and femininity than to fatherhood and masculinity. In
Ann Oakley's hook Ilousetíli • ( 1974). for example. she criticized the •myths.
surrounding motherhood — that children need mothers. that mothers need
their children and that motherrhood is both 'natural' and the greatest achieve-
ment of a woman's life for the role 'hese my ths play in perpetuating women's
disadvantaged status and dependency upon men.

Taken to its extreme, social constructionism can become overl relativist.
suggesting that hodies and identities are endlessly malleable or "writ ten upon.
through social and cultural processes. The fleshy body. the body that hecomes
ill and inevitably dies, hl:comes some \A hat los( in the utopias y isions that
sometimes emerge from the highly relativist position. The emphasis on the
social construction of gcndered positions that dominates contcmporary per-
spectives in reminist ,tedies. for example, tends to discount hiological

.explanations for gender diUrenees as essentialist. Other feminists have
responded by arguing that even ifattributes such as caring and empathy are
not identilied as specifically or inherently "feminine . . the biological realities of
the differences between women's and men's hodies cannot simply he ignored.
The different capacities of male and female bodies. some feminists a rgue.
necessarily shape the types of pa rt icipation wornen and men have in relation
to reproduction. For instance. women. unlike men. bine uteruses. the capac-
ity for menstruation. becoming pregnant. giving birth and hreastfeeding. and
this has profound implications for their lile experiences. As Braidotti has
argued, it is important lOr feminist critics to combine to stress "the specificity
o) che lived, fenutle bodily experience, the refusa 1 to disembody sexual di Ifer-
ence finto an allegedly postmodern anti-essentialist suhject. and the w ill to
reconnect the whole debate on difference to the bodily existence and experi-
ence of ((ornen' ( 1989: 91).

Nonetheless, at its best, the insights offered by social constructionism finto
the contingent sature of knowledges and notions of reality hace much to
offer an analysis of plienomena such as fatherhood and motherhood. The
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notion that there are certain inevitable anatomieal features that distingu:sh
men and «omen from each other rnay- he retained. in concert with the recog-
nition that the meanings giren to there features	 socially eonstructed a7,1
differ historically. Thus. for example, it has heen show n that the bodily exp-e-
riences associated with the phenomenon that has been labelled in s(este:11
societies as 'menopause' are understood and dealt wi th d::Yerentln 	 cc.,71-
temporary Japanese society. While Japanese %% ornen ¡ l iso experience tse
permanent cessation of menstruation in mid-life. the are :^ar less likely 	 :o
view this as a negati( e experience. or to sufter the symptoms • hieh ss, mer: In
western societies often liad debilitating and for whieh the n seek mediedl
attention (Lock. 1993). As chis suggests, it is no: neeessarly the (.tse
anatomical phenomena 1stich as the possession	 other %	 or. a (11CCUS or
penis) have inevitable consequences for embodintent and social experier.:e.
Rather. it may he argued that the ways in which these features of anat.'my
identified. detined and invested with meaning a:: cultura:1y specif.e. 	 ::h
va rying consequences.

In our anal' sis of the interplay of discourse an,: lived experier,ee. w e
the approach to power that is articulated in uststracturalist theo:y 2r.d
which dependo. in particular. upon the writingsoc Foticault and his
For Foucault. power is everywhere. parí of every social re:ation 	 rep:e-
sentation. Power is not conceptualized simply as ar. external :nilLence seek:ne
coercively to repress human action (although th:s remains or.:
element of power). nor as located solely in instittrions. grot.ps or
individuals, hut rather as a system that Indy also be seen as r:oductil e Pow er
relations, that is. serve to bring things finto	 From :bis pers7ect:-. e.
power and discourse are interrelated and work together to e,.N nst:ttite •ubjz.....--
tivity and social relations. Discourses both re!".:et and re;lrocluce
relations. 1k hile power produces discourses.

The poststructuralist perspective. therefore. nx:th its
mutuall n const t ti% e aspects of power/know ledge	 :ts in, stenee

is multiple. dynamic and constructed 	 disce.:rse. alse :no •. es
beyond the tradicional a•ency/structure debate. Ins,	 r is loc.::ed -.ery
the lelel oí the everyday. The Foucauldian understand:ng	 pow er
is that central discourses imite and persuade indi(ijuals co	 nfo:nt
and expectations rather than directly coercing therr. ar 7N2:11::"	 t

desires and «aros at both the conscious ano the tin.:
Individuals are neither passisely enineshed in poner re:atio77, n..: are purz.y
free agents. for subjecti( ity is alw ay s produced thr, s .igh rol( e	 relf.ion•
themsel(es in( olve resistances. Power cannot siitt a he reir ...ed or 
away, allowing indi y iduals to he 'cree'. for power 	 some rk • 7:11	 :In. :he:- s
a condition of subjectivity. We are always the sub..ects oí pc•-,er.

	

Another reason sshy power can never be simp::. ou, ress •.e	 iree.orr.
because. as expiable(' abo ye. subjectivity is a mo(17: ta:.;et. Beca 	 there 4
a number of ways of construeting subjecti; ity. 	 rar.ze	 eor:trel:7	 s-
courses and meanings opon «Inch we can draw r. underst.,7.ding the SOC. -I

and material world and ourselves. spa,:es are p::duLed
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oppose. reject or transfortn hat they perceive to be constrainine or reductive
subject positions. NA'eedon has descri-bed it thus:

The individual n1 ho has a memory and an already diseursively constiruted sense ot"
identity mav resist particular interpellations or produce new versions of meaning
from the contlicts and contradictions between existing discourses. Knowledge of
more than one discourse and the recognition that meaning is plural allows for a
measure of choice on the parí of the indb idual and e\ en where choice is not ail-
able. resistance is still possible. (1992: 1061

This suggests that it is reductive simply to view fathers qua men as partici-
pating in the oppression of their l'enlate partners via their participation tor
lack of participation) in the spheres of the family. work and so on. Both
women and aten actively participate in the rcproduction of dominara dis-
courses and practices around parenting. just as both \l'ornen and men often
are acutely aovare of their contradictions. sometimos sceking to challenge or
subvert theta.

Nlaseulinities and l'atherhood

In western and other societiel, gender is a central organizing strategy of sub-
jecti‘ ity and embodiment. Feminist writers, in particular. hake drawn
attention to the role played by gender in the process of shaping and directing
subjectivity and embodiment for women. Building upon this uork. some
writers have hegun to explore the nature ofgender as it is implicated in men's
experiences. Discussions now oitk.• it Cake up the notion of gender as a dynamic
project o!' the seif: the gendered self is concept ualized as a series of con-
stantly shifting practices and techniques (sec. for example, Butler. 1990:
Connell, 1993: Probyn. 1993). Judith l3uticr (1990) describes gender identities
as performative. Iearnt through culture. She :irgues that gender. therefore.

• does not express an inner core of selfhood hut rather is the effect of perfor-
mirase acts. The production and maintenance of gender may he considered
forms of work upon the self. including both bodily practices (for example.
stvjes of walking. hair-styles, body chape and dress). cominunicatie practices
(way! s of interacting with others) and thinking practices (ways of thinking
about the self and gendered others). These practices inevitable take place in
the context oí institutions sueh as the family. the uorkplace. the education
and legal sy stems. the goy ernmental apparatuses of the state and the eco-
nomic context (Colmen. 1993: 6112).

From this perspective.	 is sean not as something that exists
apart from the atan. hut asa phenomenon that is practised or performed and
constituted by men. Masculinity is also regarded as highly contextual: 'Mcii
are not simply masculine but. for example in the 1 . 1:. they "do African-
Caribbean or Asian masculinity. public school mascultany. hypermasculinity.
gay mzisculmity. or regional versions of v n orking class machismo'
I Kamazanoglu, 1992: 343). Colmen 1 1993: 606) has similarly argued that the
comentional view tends lo represent thasculinity as a reified property or
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attrihute of an individual that exists in a greater or lesser degree. fatItne lo
appreciate the many and saried concepts of masculinity that co-exist and
compete even within a similar cultural context at the same historik.-.11 moment.
Indeed, it is now commonplace for writers tu insist that rather [han there
heing a sole notion of masculinity. the more appropriate term is
tics'. suggesting the diversity of understandings that co-exist.

Even in acknouledeing that there are various forms of mascuhnities. some
of which are dominara o.er others in ditTerent contexts. men and the w ornen

ho know theta ata> fiad it difficult tu identify the specitic mascu:lnities
they represent. The feminist writer Lynne Segal 11 990: 28) recounts the story
of how a group oí feminists in London once met tu discuss their relationships
with their fathers. only to tind a diverse rango of experienees and 1"ather1y
't\ pes' that called into question attempts to pin clown 'fatherhood . an¿ 'man-
hood . . From a malo perspective. JetTerson 11996: 339) has commented upon
how mame men - particularly pro-feminist or gay aten - lune found it d:fíicult
to -rk.-coenize themsel% es. their mixed experienees. contradictor> dese 	 s. and
simple confusions' itt the 'one-dimensional portraits of masculint:y	 h.:tx e
circulated in much academic writing on gender.

Jet' !lean) (1996) contends that too rarely is masculinity linked 	 men's
material practices. and that the shifting nature of notions of rnasci.1:ni::es
e‘en within the course of une man's lile tends not to he acknowle,'_zed :n
much writing about masculinity. He ¡irgues that notions 	 tend
tu he a:sumed as pre-existing. which then naturalizas and 	 reir:es the
dichotomy hetween inasculinity/femininity and the reproduetion of
Consequently. Hearn asserts that 'it is sensihle not to make too many it,sur.p-
tions about what masculinity ntight he oreY en whether masculini:y is rr!exant
or meaningful in a particular society .• (1996: 2101. N,Lasculin:tie: are s.:pp:ry
and often contradictor>. ex en within the une indi;idual's lile exrerie:-.:e.

Thi: approach tu masculinity contrasts with prexious a:aderhic %‘71tir.j.s.
hich tended to position it as a 'psychological essence. an mur core or :he

individual' that ova, considered to he cithcr inher:ted or	 eari. in
(Colmen. 1993: 599). This concept ualilation generally i,_-ore: tIte !,‘ ter
social structural and historical aspects shaping gendered stih . :ets.	 jer:h.g.
'the social' to extend little heyond the family se:tin • in t:rm- of
gender..Nn alternati‘ e tu this portrayal I

	

natscuirtitx VI as 1 .-!,;. ! n• ale	 r,
approach that ovas dominant in the American soc:al sc:entir:: lite-m(1r: :n	 -.;

1970s and earlv 19s0s. In this approach. inasculiraty w 	 c:nst,::red •	 h-J. .t
product of socialitation. tOrmed through social norms and e \ pe,:atic--. The
concept of the "inale sev role'. while adopting more of a soe',11 e mst -¿ti	 7.-

ist perspectiY e tu pender. 	 111	 t un 173is!dual

rather than un the power dy namws unkierly mg 1:ender for:•ati, 	 (l"
1993: 599). Proponents oí this approach 	 tended tu suggest	 at ta". i 	 n
gender	 is largely an unprohlematic. indeed almost a ..*.omatic.
through socialization. 	 Coima has contended. - Role	 re>:. oh a
superficial analy sis oí untan personality and ino::‘ es. It 	 n	 gran	 .n
emotional contradictions uf sexuality. or 	 the ernot.:,,v ita: „;or- ;11C \ ::e,
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eender in e‘eryday life. which are revealed by fine-textured Field research'
(- 1993: 599).

The poststruct unilist notion of the interrelationship between discourse and
subjectivity. related contemporary redelinitions of masculinities and the cur-
rent focus in the academic literature on the performative dimension ofgender
have implications for how the concept of 'the father' should he understood
(and by corollar •. femininity and 'the mother'). Thus fan however. surpris-
ingly km academic writers bine drawn upon these theoretical insights and
developments to write about fatherhood. There is general agreement in the
social historical and social science literature that the expectations and norms
around 'good' fatherhood have changed dramatically over the course of the
twentieth century. Pleck (1987). for instance. identitied tour 'phases' of
American fatherhood typologies: first. the father as 'authoritarian moral and
religious pedagogue' (eighteenth century to early nineteenth century): second.
the father as 'distant breadwinner' (early nineteenth to mid-twentieth ceo-
turies): third. the father as 'se \ role model' (1940 to 1965): and fourth. the
'new' father. \kik) is nurturing and interested in his young children as w ell a'
engaged in paid work (late 1960s to the present ). These apparent chanues in
the 'cultores of fatherhood' have been accompanied by perceived changes in
the 'cultores of inotherhoocr: froto the ideal of the stay-at-home • mother
single-mindedly devoting hersell • to her children that supposedly character-
ized the first hall of the twentieth centur y . to the growing acceptance that
uomen could seek paid work outside the borne in combination wnh mother-
ing (the 'dual career') in the late twentieth century.

The difficulty with quite rigid categorizations such as these is that there is
little reeognition of difterences hetween men oí different social classes. edu-
cational le% el, ethnicitykultural background and so on. Fatherhood is
portrayed as dy monje onl in the terms in %%hiel) today's fathers are consid-
ered to be dit'fcrent from their own fathers. a chanto which is sieued
accompanied by a certain anoto oí role or identity confusion. Thi,
approach is evident in the elan)) of feminist cribes Knijn and Mulder that
'Fitthers are not what they used to he. Fathers do not longer [sic] model them-
seives on the iinage of the sovereign patriarch. the head of the family. vv ho
orders his wile and children about. but thev hit‘ e not dekeloped a new ideo-
tity. either' (1987: I).

Some academie writers. hou e er. have challenged these assomptions.
Lewis. for e\ triple. contcnds that 'A cursor glance at the literature on man -
riage indicio:, that the emergent image of fatherhood the y ieu that men are
starting to become involved in family life - is as old and perhaps as prominent
as the notion Orpiltriarch n * (1986: 5). He goes on to giv e examples of acade-
mic writers who championed the participation of fathers in family life in the
1930s. 1940s and 1950s. As kleKee and O'Brien (1982: 18 -19) have noted.
within the sanee societ y at the same historical moment a man's occupation.
social position and geographical location are significant to the uays in which
he approaches fathering. and e\ en then there is Touch diversity in inen's cxpe-
riences. For instance, in Eduardian and Victorian 13ritain the upper-class

father may hale been regarded as 'remote' and may often bine been absent on
business. but there is also evidente that sueh fathers viere benevolent and
alTectionate towards their children and held a central authoritative position
within the family I r\IcKee and O'Brien, 1982: Tosh. 1996). (See also Griswold
(1993) for a more nuanced historical account of fatherhood in the United
States.)

LaRossa (1988) ¿irgues in relation to the contemporary- American conte \ t
that it is middle-class men who are experiencing the greatest ambkalen,:e.
guilt and confusion around fatherhood. as they ascribe more closelv to the
ideals of the 'nov . father. Griswold (1993: 254) also suggests that the con-
temporary 'new' father is a n er • middle-class phcnomenon. used by men a, a
marker of their sensitix ity and refinement. their wiiiingness to incorporate the
ideals of liberal feminism and their distance from the stereoty pe of the crude.
sexist working-class man. In ,..ontrast to this ideal of the 'nov . father is that of
the 'dangerous' father, the father who abuses and neglects his
has recently become a fi g ure of moral panic. This father is frequently des: tz-
nated as poor. working-class or of non-European ethnicity. presening z.r.;
'new' father image as predominantly white and m:Jdle-class t Nle,sner.

l'he 'new' father archetype, therefore. tends to elide difterenees betucen
men. When subcoltural groups are singled out for attention in reiation to
fatherhood debate. they are often positioned as ne.ati. e 1.sountemarb to
hourgeois ideal of the 'new' father: as 'absent' fathers. - dangeroLs - fathers
'deadbeat dads'. The diversitv. richness and constantly changing sature of : he
fatherhood experience for individual men is los: in the t. , : o:- the , : e,-...-
gories. They all present someu hitt contining and redueti n e aecounts	 I:	 A
men mal engage in fatherhood.

The social constructionist perspecti n e has beg ...n to eme:ge la recent
on fatherhood. For instance. one vv riter has explored 	 hat he	 .,

'the cultural image% of fatherhood - . or the N n mbo:ie repres:ntat.ons. :Je n
cultural imagen. stereot n pes. belids. norms and n 	 that su:rol-7.d

fatherhood (N1arsiglio. 1993). Somctimes the ph:ase 'fathe: ro:: ider.:ity	 :s
used to denote these phenomena in the social se:entific lile atLir: on

particularly that published in the l • nited S:ates. \Vh::: tb.:: approi,...n.
like the relate(' 	 sex role' concept ue diseus,:d abo‘ e. is %.:ettely
constructionist in recognizing that fathers are . 111:t.:2 and no: sor~'. the •fallh:r
role identity • is ty pically presentad as a set oigo::: lixed and indn.
characteristies. I( is described as involving an	 re,:ognition
cinc behaviours that he regards as conforming to • ;ood • or ••-lad • fathe: ty;--:s
or • seripts'. choosing from aniong these bella\ io.irs tnd then ..:evel,-2ir.J .1
'father identity There is a reliance Itere opon	 zInd sreeir :any
models of identity and upon rational choice as ::icans of ,:ons:711Cli:12
ject ivity. Sometiste, ibis use of social constructiehism slide,	 pos:::onshg
'the social - or 'the cultural' as separate from an,: externa'	 the tIld:ddL.:1.
There is an assumption in this writing that mase..::ne idknn::y is
and is merely altered in some uay as men respon.: to these expe.:tatichs.

We uould not watt to suggest that there is no elernent
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operating in men's construction of fatherhood. Indeed. as we go on to ¿irgue
below. parenting for both men and nomen has hecome conceptualized and
approached as requiring much considered thought and the skeighing up of
alternatives. The 'father role identity' approach. however. tends not to admit
of a Iess conscious leve) of experience that contrihutes to men's conceptual-
ization and presentation of the self as a father. It also implies that once a
'father role identity' is 'chosen' and constructed, it is more or less discrete and
fixed. except for shifts that take place over time due to responses to externa'
lile events': for example. in the case of marital separation. remarriage or

children reaching adulthood and leasing home. In diese cases, it is argued. a
certain identity changes into another one. and so on. While role thcory admits
that there are many identities that people enter and leave (the 'work identity...
the 'hushand identity. . the 'father identity' and so on). it tends to sus:u:test that
there identities are separate from each other. and are juggled by the individual
1010 takes up one identity at some times. then drops it and takes up another
as the context demands.

There is lit tle recognition in this literajure that fatherhood is a continually
changing ontological state. a cite of competing discourses and desires that can
never he fully and neatly shaped into a single 'identity'. and that involves
oscillation back and forth b'etween sarious mocles of subject positions even
within the context of a single day. The concept of 'the father . is typically
gendered in western societies: it denotes maleness. the possession of a ponis
and testes in working orden the proven ability to produce viable sperm to
impregnate a woman resulting in a child. Yet. as de Kanter 11987: 6) points
out, the contemporary concept oí • t he father . is lar more complex and le,;
unitied than this common-cense delin it ion suggests. There are different mode,
of masculinity expressed between and within fathers. The concept of 'the
father . or 'fatherhood . is multiple rather than unitary. changing according to
the context even for the individual. as do concept; of 'the mother' or 'mother-
hood..

1)e Kanter (1987) notes that when speaking or writing of • the father . there
is a eontinual more between at least duce diílerent levels of meaning: the
pqrson of the father (that is. an indio id tiars embotije(' presence). the socio-
cultural position oí the father and the more abstract symbol of tile father. As
she ¿irgues. the terin 	 may he used to describe the individual who pro-
vided the hiolo g ical material. even if he is nes er know ti to his child (as in the
case of sperm donors). to describe the person who lives in the same household
as the child and is the ntothcr's partncr hut is not biolocically related to the
child. and the man sk lio is legally the kither hut does not live in the same
household because uf marital separation or divorce. So too. a 'father tigure•
may he a friend of the lamily or a relativo such as an uncle. Indeed. nither-
hood need not he linked with maleness or heterosexuality at all. For instance.
aniong lesbian con pies with ehildren. a w onian may he conceptualized as
performing the 'father . role. u hile gay men can he fathers in ano oí the ahoy e

censes. As this suggests. there is no a priori or necessary relationship between
maleness• masculinity. heterosextiality and 'the father'.

There is nothing particularly linear or predictable therelbre about the inter-
action between the subject position of 'father' and discnurse and practice.
Men will take up and adopt different discourses and practices at ditTerent
times. perhaps ascrihing to contradictor>. discourses simultaneously. The
extent to which men and kvomen may accept the dominant discourses on
fatherhood is a highly complex proeess. • hat is not to say that there are no
constraints to the extent to which dominant discourses may he avoided.
rejected. or. for that manen taken up by individuals. There continuo to he

material as well as ideological constraints to the autonomy of individuals. As
Weedon ¿irgues. 'How we live our lives as conscious thinkin2 subjects, and
how we gire nteaning to the material social relations under vk hich we live and
which struct tire our cveryday lives. depends on the range and social power of
existing discourses. our access to them and the political stren2th of the inter-
ests which they represen( (1992: 26). Material conditions must change as
well as discourses for some social transformations to take place. Similarly. as
we contended abo ye. such futures as the ditrering anatotnical capacities ol'
women and men continuo to have implications for their lit choices. Chances
in discursive practices mas go some xt ay towards changing the meanin,'is
associated svith diese capaeities or perhaps reducing their poteney. h.a they
eannot erase diem entirelk.

Parenting and the Project of die Self

The postsiructuralist concept of subjectiv ity recognizes that it rnust
worked at on a daily basis. rather than being gik en or becominv static frota-. a
certain point in an indiv	 dev elopment. Rose (1996) has tasen uip
Foucauldian insights to argue that historically there have been di fferent
available to humans to produce and understand thentsekes as subje.: ..s o:. a
certain type:	 'minan being is not the eternal basis of human hist. , ry and
human culi ure hut a historical and cultural artitaet • I Rose. 1996: 22,. Rc,se
describes the discourses and practices related to subjectisity. alter
as particular 'regirles of the person . . lie observes that many such :egitnes
hace developed around aspccts of cVeryklay lile. including parentlio,.'d and
child rearing. constructing them as problems.

Sekeral sociologists hace reeently written about the n‘ii n •	 which :::di‘:d-
uals in contemporary societies seek to establish and in.t:ntain a s.:ase of
identity ¿ind set of beliefs in a uorld that is experienced as rapidly ch.tng:ng
and l'un uf uncertainties and risks. Zygmunt Batiman (199h , . for c‘iiir.7ie. *c. as
described the notion of lile as a pilgrimage. He ¡irgues that unlike 	 of :he
pilgrims °fue-modem times. the pilgrimage of modem 	 is	 cc 7:1-
plished vv idiota leasing home: they are inner-worldly pilgritns who
this journey not through choice hut through necessity. Th:, 	 is. In
other uords. the 'unfínished project of the self'. the e er-c:ntin 	 entle_tv -
our of fashioning self-identity. It is ever-continuing. because 'the rule, of
garle keep changing in the course of playinu .	 1"- 6: 2-11.
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The project of the self requires rellexivity. or rationalized attention to how
best to deport one's self. how to relate to others and live life wisely and well,
accomplishing one's goals. It involves drawing upon and mak imr use of avail-
able knowledges about selfhood. In contemporary western societies, such
knowledges tend to include the insights offered by the 'expert . knowledges of
psychology. sociology and the health sciences and. to a lesser extent. religion.
In relation to the contemporary regimes around the project of the self.
Gordon ¿Irgues that the individual is seen to be engaging in a type of enter-
prise. involving continua! rellection upon one's way of life and conduct with
others:

the idea of one's life as the enterprise of oneself implies that there is a sense in
which une remains always continuously employed in (at least) that one enterprise.
and that it is a pan of the cominuous business of living tu make adequate pro‘ision
for the preserva tion. reproduction and reconstruction of one's own human capital.
(1991: 44)

It is not only the intangible self that is part of this regime. hut also the hody.
given that there is an inextricable relationship in western notions of subjec-
tivity : between the body and the self Thus practices of the self also involve
bodily caro and deportmenr ways of decorating, grooming. disciplining.
mo‘ Mg and presentintr the hody.

From this perspective, fatherhood muy he understood as an entrepreneur-
ial activity, part of the project of shaping one's life as a rational, autonomous.
responsihle individual seeking to maximize one's potential and achievements
as a worthy persono The 'expert . or 'professional . discourses emerging from
such fields as medicine, psychology and sociology. as well as those evi(lent in
popular forums, are translated into prescriptions )br how men should under-
stand and practise fatherhood. In turn. men's experiences. as they are
catalogued in clinical and academie research. are transformed into the con-
tentions of	 discourses. Sur)) t'odies of know ledge sene to bring
phenomcna such as fatherhood into heing. making them thinkahle. k fumable
and mensurable. Fathers. that is, are produce(' as ohjects of knowledge
through these discourses.

We can point to comnion discursive patterns in the ways of representing
fatherhood in popular and 'expert . tcxts and the decisions men mu y make in
their practice of fatherhood. Giren the sheer volume of textual representa-
tions of fathers and fatherhood in contemporary western societies (althougli
this remains símil compare(' to textual representations of mothers and moth-
erhood), it	 is inevitable that men and women will draw on these in
constructing their understandings and experiences of fathers and fatherhood.
In some cases this will he a highly conscious and deliherate process. including
the 'mellase and perusal of self-hclp hooks on childhirth and parenting. for
example. In other cases it 	 he a less delibérate and far more diffuse proccss.
occurring as an inevitable part of acculturation into soeiety through formal
education. participation in family life. discussions with other parents and so
on. In seeking to identify the interplay oí discourses that constitute father-
hood. we do not wish to imply that men are somehow foreed into particular
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lersions of fatherhood ' la discourse. I t is diflicult. if not impossible. to iden-
t ify a 'cause and elTéVt- relationship or to isolate spccitic forums of discourse
as the most influential upon men's own practices and experiences in relation
to fatherhood, or vice versa.

In their • ritings on intimate life and family relationships in the context of
late modem societies. Beck-Gernsheim and Beck ( Beck. 1992: chapters 4 and
5: Beck and Beck-Gernshcim. 1995: Beck-Gernsheim. 1996) discuss the
process of individuatization. or the nmement in post-industrial soder:es
away from traditional social ties, systems of belief and towards relationships
in‘ olving not only more Ilexibility : hut also new demands and obligations. The
creed of individualization is that 'M'e is what you make it' ( Beck-Gernsheim.
1996: 140). As part oí individualization. *Women and men are currently corn-
pulsively on the search for the right way to 	 ( Beck and Beck-Gernsheirn.
1995: 2). But it is not only this diminishinst of general norms about how to
lu ye one's life that is part of the growing uncertainties about how family life
should be conducted. I t is also the discourses that suggest that people should
devote time to themselves and should interrogue their relationships for their
(laves.

Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (1995) argue that traditional notions around
gender-detined roles and expectations have. tu some extent. dissoked. and
have been replaced by a more androg.y nous approach. imols mg a grea:er
need for couples to ‘vork out for themselves ho% their relanonship w Iil oper-
ate. In contemporary intimate relationships. men are now expecte,' to respond
to and provide emotional closeness with others. The ideal notion of marital
lose is that which expects hoth partners to develop a fultilled and independent
seltz in which family and gender roles are flexible and constantly renegotiated.
There is a strong emphasis on india iduals seeking to 	 needs and
feelings to eztch other and on openly eonfronting problem. in 'working . on
the marriztge (Cancian. 19S7: Duncombe and Nlarsden. 199:• : Grisuo:d,
1993). As a result. '!ove is more difflcult than e‘er . (Beck and	 Be:k-
Gernsheim. 1995: 52). There is more •reedom and tlexibilit •  tu ',:hoose' how
one should hehave in an intimide relationship. hut this ver 	 brings
with it added burdel), and uncertainties: 'the more complex the de:isions
are, the more likely they are to lead tu qua rrels' (1995: 521.

This increased emphasis on necotiation. egalitarianism and ,:ointr.unicit-
tion in intimide relationships is evident in contemporit:y diseowses
fatherhood. As we will show in Chapters 2 and 3. hoth	 and moi-e
ular discourses on mitsculinity have tended to argue that men should :ake on
a more leminine . approach in interacting w ith their family. :ncluding

	

their emotions to their partners and children. dernonslrating the:r 	 e
and affection openly and participating in embodied carin_ activities w n11
their young children. This is a shift from carlier notions of the role pl.f..ed
'the honre' for men. where it veas conceptualized as a place where they
rctreat from the hurdcns of puhlic tire and allow themsel‘es 	 be carca for by
their partners. Women. fiar their part. are expe:ted to behave not only
'angels of the honre'. bestowing !ove and cure un their partners .::id children.
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hut also to engage as zictk e workers in the paid (vork force. The are encour-
aged to seek emotional companionship from their partners in rcturn for their
own emotional support. A 'developed . person now tends to he describe(' as
'someone who combines feminine intimacy and emotional expression with
masculine independence and competente' (Cancian. 1987: 8).

This intensification of discourse around intimacy and lote in the marital
and family context coincides with an increased concern about the vulnera-
bility of the child, and the importance of parental actions in
children's moral. emotional. social. physical and coenitive development.
Individuals in western societies have been constructed to experience and per-
ceive relationships between children and their parents as highly important.
emotionally charged and integral to the cense of self. It is no longer consid-
ered enough to do one's duty as a parent. to conform to moral standards.
Rather. the emphasis now is upon individuality and self-development. and
hierarchical relations between parents and children are no longer alued:
'Nlodern conecptions about good pa renthood do not emphasile that parents
have to teach their children societal norms and values: they should relate to
their children in such a wav that the individuality of the children can rtilk
develop' (Verheyen. 1987: 37).

Pan of the idea of life as malleable to individual attency is the notion that
children are planning objects, requiring the iikestment of much care and
attention as well as economic resources on the pan of their parents. Parents
actisely seek to produce a perfect child. for the child has come to stand as the
tangible outcome of parental labour and care: 	 child. once a gift of God.
sometimos also an unwanted burdel). inereasingly becomes for parents/moth-
ers "a difficult object for treatinent — Beck-Gernsheim. 1996: 143 4).
Nippert-Fng has referred to the contemporary dominant concept of chil-
dren as that of 'sacre(' children', seca as 'precious entities entrusted to 	 ults'
care. desers Mg the very best from LIS ' (1996: 203). She goes on to note that 'In
its extreme form. "sacred-child parcnting" places children (espccially infants)
on a pedestal of the highest magnitude. Itere. a parent's life is utterly devoted
to a child's neekls and decires. subordinating all other goals, actions. claints.
and people to the child' (1996: 204). Parenting. therefore. is an integral site of
the reproduetion of modes of care of the selli It has become important as a
performatike practice. with the outcome a child whose demeanour, appear-
anee and achievements are strongly linked toparents' own suhjeetivity. their
presentation oí the self to others quo paren).

The practices of the self relate(' to the role of the parent are not simply !Un-
ited to one's own hody or self. although thev may includc this focos
( particularly during pregnancy). hui primarily revolee around the care of the
hody and self of another: the child. Clearly. parenting is an important prac-
tice of the self for those W110 hace  infants or young children. fitr some people
at some times coming to the fore and v itally overwhelming other practicas.
The project of the child hegins uell before hirth. when buil\ iduals have to
decide whet her or not thev even want to have a child. whether (heir relation-
ship is stahle enough. whether their economic resources are robust enough or

hether they feel emotionail y ready ror the demands of parenthood. Once the
difficult decision is made to go ahead. hoth prospective parents are encour-
aged to maximize their ()un state of good he:alth before attempting to
conceive. This intensities for women during pregnaney. vhen they are otrered
a battery of prenatal diagnostic tests to measure the health and normality of
the foetus. Then follows a whole range of decisions that have to he nade and
information sought and considered Beck and Beek-Gernsheim. 1995: chap-
ter 4). An important parí of these decisions is how the father wrll eondu-t
himself in his parental role. Fathers are encouraged to negotiate with the:r
partners about how child care w dl he undertaken. to attend antenatalclasses
with their partners. to be present at the birth of the child and to consider the
sature of their relationship with their child and how best to achies e this.

Emotions and the Inner \York'

One aren which discourse theory has tended to os erlook is an understanding
of the inner world of the subject and the importance of emotional states.
mutuality and intimate relationships between people. includinz those between
parents and their children. as contrihuting to subjeJtivity. Feminist cn:ics ::i
particular have dra++n attention to these absences ra Foucatti:'s wcYrk. as w e:1
as to his tendency to construct a masculinist conce.pt of subsectiv ity (see. for
example. the chapters conecte(' in Ramazanoglii. 19931. Foucault and h:s
foliowers have also been charged with negleeting :he skay s tn u hieh subjec-
tivity is also shaped via the pre-discursive. or that pan o:' C‘i n tC11CC that
develops in earliest infancy before the subject is aware of lar:_ztiace. and the
extra-discursive, or those elements that go beyonk' language and n isual rep-
resentat ion. such as spatial. embodied and sensual experiences Ismell.
taste and so on). feelin g.s and emotional states ano relations to other hodies
and material objects. For instance. Cain (1993) ¿irgues that i• posible :o
something before this feeling is translated or expressed into lar.uua2e or
imagery: feelings. indeed. may remain imperfectly expresseC in discourse
not expressed discursively at all. An ovar-emphas:s on disceurse. thus.
descend into 'discourse determinism . . and this 'does not accoant for u hat w e
experienee as individuality: the Cae( oread) person .slIlliquewss in relat:un
language/discourse' tlIollkk ay. 1989: 84).

Social research in general roo ()l'hm ignores the emotional dirnens:,m
hurtan action. preferring to turn its attention to doeumentinz and explaintr.2
patterns of 'rational' behaviour. The lacé of interest ir. the .,...fec:ixe klmer.-
sions of fatherhood. or hat the u roer of one poralar boo's ha, calles' "the
passions of fatherhood . Osherson. 1996). is	 aca,±emis: wn::ng
general in the social sciences. As Game and Nletc:C.:-: have ar-	 linking the

%.word 'passionate' ith the words 'sociology . or 'ps:.ehologv • ;enerally :5 d:,-
turbing. for it challenges assumptions about what is pr:per for
scientists to unte about: 'Modem seiences like rsycholog:. and soe: )1o2;
rarely talk about passions. and certainly not their e n. The c ..:, sest they cor-.:
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is through the more anaemic concept of emotions. For most psychologists
and sociologists, the idea of passion is as im-preeise and pre-scientific as
humoral undcrstandings of health' (1996: 4).

So too, hoth psychology and sociology tend to assume the notion of the
unified. rational subject. the suhject who seeks out knowledge so as to make
vise choices. Traditionally. therefore. sociology and psychology have tended
to construct a dualism between individual and society. structure and agency.
These perspectives are retlected and reproduced in popular and expert rit-
ings on fatherhood. As we show in C'hapter 2, much of the social scientific
literature on fatherhood irgues for change. advocating that fathers take a far
greater interest in. and provide practica] assistance for. their children's care.
The writers of this literature mainly rest upon the 'voltintarism . position.
implying that as long as men's consciousness is raised. that they are made
aseare of their inherent potential for nurturing and the rewards that come
from close physical contad with infants and children. then they will take
steps to alter their lives so as tu he more Involked . fathers. While much soci-
ological writing has drawn attention to the constraints imposed by society on
men's ability to change their fathering practices. including such factors as gen-
dered expectatiuns around vurk and concepts of masculinity and femininity
in relation tu the care of children. most sociologists argue for change driven
hy 'rational' action. In their focus on rationality, neither psychologists nor
sociologists appear very much interested in the emotional and embodied
dimensions of fatherhood: that is, the ways in which the discourses. meanings
and practices of fathering are experienced hy men themselves at a visceral.
sensual and a tTective leve).

What such perspectives do not and cannot account for is the 'extra-ratio-
nal' aspects of life. including the generation and experience of strong
emotional states. We would argue that fatherhood is not only constituted
through discursive and conscious processes. but importantly is also con-

.
structed through touch and smcll and inchoate memories of infancy and
early childhood. all of whieh forin pan of the realm of knowledge and ex pe-
rience. While many of the everyday activities in which we engage are not
phrticularly invested with emotion. it is clearly the case that familia' and
other intimate relations. including parenthood. are primar • sites tOr the
expression and investment of einotions.

It is Itere that the psychozinalytic approach providcs an alternative per-
spective. This perspective in general offers the insight thai there is much thai
líes beyond conscious though t. that inch. 	 sense of their own coherenee
as an individual. their certainties about self. others and the world are only une
par( of subjecti n ity. It ditTers from mainstream developmen tal and social psy -
chology in its focus on the emotional, the contradictory. the fragmentare
and disordered suhject rather than the 'ration:d . , the conscious and the uni-
fied suhject (latirman. 1994: 13). I t recognizes that there is an element of the
!turnan psyche. namely the unconscious, that acts as a reservoir for repressed
thouehts. phantasies. desires. lihidinal driver and motivations which are
always potentially rising to the surface and reveziling themselves through
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such outlets as dreams. slips of the toilette. jokes and what might he experi-
enced as 'irrational' emotional reactions. These emotions. phantasies and
desires themselves are socially constructed in particular historical settings:
'those processes which position us are also those sshich produce the desires
for which we strive' (Henriques et al.. 1984: 205).

The concept of the unconscious hi g hli ghts the el er-present 'threat' of loss
of control over the rational. ordered and retlective self. As Walkerdine and
Luce>. suggest,

The psychie dimension of our 14:'ork - the problems of what people remember and
how they interpret situations. mixing fact and fantasy, the detentes agai • st pain.
the push of wishing. hoping. desiring - are rarely discussed in social anahsis. A
polities of subjeetnity needs this engagement if it is not tu succumb tu a wo sim-
plistie determinism. for it shos%s the complexity of how %%e are strtzgling.119S9:
4-$)

Althoueh language and culture are important tu the construetion of subjec-
tivity. the emotional seltz the self who has a personal bioeraphy 	 ot-
unconscious emotionally imbued phantasies. also play s a parí in the shapine
and reshaping of meaning for each individual. That is not to say that each is
separate from the other. Language. culture and emotional phant a sy intera,:t.
each shaping the other (Chodoro%%, 1995a). The unconscious. therefore. may
he understood as structuring and reconstructing social relations in certain
ways. In turn. the unconscious is constructed throu gh social and cultural
processes. The psyche and subjectivity are de%eloped as a product of the
social and ideological field hut also 'feed hack' into the social work!. serv ing
to shape social, political and cultural relations.

Psychoanalytic theory is ahle tu provide some insi g ht into the question of
why individuals ma 'believe' une thing and 'do' un 'feel" another: for exam-
ple. sshy strongl feminist women who are critica! of what they see as the
oppressive aspects of the institution of the traditional family ma> still 1:int to
engage in heterosexual relations. lile with a man and bear children	 Iler.:-iq ues
et al. make use of the notion of • imestinent'. un 'the emotional ck.nini:mer.t.
involvcd in taking up positions in discourses whieh confer p(mer and are
supportivc of our sense of continuity" (1984: 205). This notion of investment
is USC t'U I. for it bot h recognizes that indi% iduals possess acency in posit:oning
themselves irt certain ways. and allm‘s for the affective underpinninls
everyday thoughts and actions. Thus. for instante. men ma\ he ,:onceptual-
ized as taking up certain masculine subject positions as a way 	 (
resolving contradictions. a nxieties and uncertainties as well a, ach:e% ir._ plea-
sure and a sense of power ( Hollway. 1984: Jefferson. 1996).

Bv extension. this theoretical point also raises the question of how 7eop:e
who have been Socialized . into taking up certain discourses and no:ms
behaviour may instead Ilota un trzinsform them. Because ir. psy choanaly tic
theorizine the setf is understood as complex and often tinprediculble :n
responding tu unconscious desires. this approach further opus up the polen-
tial for social change. Those who have taken up psychoana: •.tic theor:. ha•.e
suggestcd that social norms are usually • internalized . , eut not w-.7.holat
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struggle and contlict. particularly as norms themselves contradict each other
(for example, thie-c¿inflict between autonomy and dependence that dominates
western notions of the ideal self - see further discussion 0f this below). This
internalization, therefore, is never quite complete and closed off

A focus on analysing discourse remains important. however, not only
hecause of the role of discourse in contrihuting to the shaping of experience
but also its function as the primary means by which we convey to others.
however inadequately and clumsily, our feelings and emotional states. Thus
the Foucauldian interest in discourse may usefully he brought together with
psychoanalytic insights lato the meaning and experience of motherhood and
fatherhood that are often neglected in other approaches interested in the
sociocultural aspects of parenting. Such a perspective is able to del ve helos
the manifest leve) of meaning to explore the symbolic and emocional dimen-
sions of the parent -child relationship, including the profound ambivalences
and contradictions that characterize ibis relationship tand all other intimate
human relationships).

Object Relations Theory, Gender and Intimate Relations

Psychoanalytic theory has provided a number of important insights finto the
production and shaping of subjectivity and gender. Writers adopting psy-
choanalytic perspectives have argued that early parent-child relations have
significant implications tbr adult subjectivity, including individuals' relation-
ships with and feelings about their partners and own children. Iseininist
writers, in particular. have employed insights clerived from psychoanalytic
perspectives tu speculate upan the wiks that gender is produced through
relations with one's mother and father in early childhood. In the emphasis on
unconscious phantasies and desires as they are developed in intancy. the
object relations theory is able tu raise some questions (and attempt tu answer
them, albeit partialiy) about the deeply -t'eh ernotions around childhood and
parenting which are often regarded as 'irrational . . the investments that people
have in taking up gender roles, that externa' theories of subjectivity are often
at a loss tu expiar') (Hollway, 1994: 541).

Early psychoanalytic theory tended tu highlight the importance of the
father as the primary figure responsible for introducing children lato the
'real'. externa] and moral world and shaping their gender identity. I f retid. for
example, viewed the domestic space. the world of the mother and the infant
as a closed circle. I le contended that the infant is at first unable to differenti-
ate itself from the maternal hody. the provider of pleasure. For Freud.
particularly in his earlier writings. the father was oí great importance. repre-
senting the outside world, its morality. the necessary link the child requires to
gain autonomy from the mother and achiew differentiated selfbood and
sexual identity.

Freud's major preoccupation in exploring the unconscious dimensions of
the relationships between parents and their children was in relation to mide
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children. In what Freud calle(' the Oedipal crisis. he descrihed the situation by
which the malo child. around the age of three years. first he g ins to concept u-
alize himself as separate and different from his mother. At this tinte. argued
Freud. the hoy desires his mother. seeking to maintain his sense oí psychic
union vvith her, and views his father as an intrusion luto his intimate rela-
tionship %sith the mother. The hoy therefore sees the father as his rival and
w anis tu usurp him. phantasizing about his death. For the father's ossn parí.
he requires that the child renounce the mother as the luye object and
acknow ledge paternal authority. the father's right to the mother. Eventually
the boy must learn that his father's authority cannot be usurped. and his for-
hidden desire for his mother is driven finto his unconscious. As parí of the
process of achieving rnaturity as an adult. the hoy must find his owntideally
female) sexual partner tu replace the mother figure. but the forbidden desire
t.« his mother may re-emerge from the unconscious from time tu time.

Freudian theor y has peen widely criticized for its universalizing tendencies
and tbr the stereotypical representations of gender. refleetime the sociocultural
context in which Freud was writing (Europe in the late nineteenth century I
and his perspective as a privileued middle-class European man. :oiletheless.
Freud w as the first to establish the concept of the unconscious and to attempt
to draw implications for the ontology of human existenee and selfhood. Euler
object relations theory. particularly as it was used hy feminist writers, dilertz.-d
emphasis from the influence of sexual desire and the Oedipus cornplex in con-
structing the unconscious. as was the focus in Freudian and Lacanian
approaches, to the 'pre-Oedipar stage. or the maternal-infant relationship.
Turning away from the approach that seems to predominate in maseulinist
psychoanalytic theory, these theorists have adopted a position that hoth ree
ognizes and celebrates the role of the mother yy hile simultaneousl)
acknow ledging the struggles that ensue at the stage of the child's separatit,n
and intik iduation from her.

The yy ork of Melanie Klein. first puhlished in the 1920s, has been taken up
as an alternativ e to simply tOcusing on ho y . and their fathers by exploring
unconscious dimensions of the relationship between int -anis of hoth sexes
and the mother (for a collection of some of her most influential •• n ritings. see
Klein. 1979). Klein and her I011owers have pointed out that heeause only
women's boches have the potential to r.i n e hirth to children and lactate. it is
the woman who gives birth to the mrant who tends to take cure of t:.
Theretbre. in most situations.	 primary identilication is yy ith ore
person: the woman who ga ye hirth tu them. Klein focused on inf,ints . inter, se
ambivalent reactions to the pos n erra] mother,	 their fears uf her
omnipotence. which. she argued. shaped subsequer.t subjectkit). Like Fret,d.
she ¡irgues that at the beginning of filie, human intants are unable tu differen-
tiate themselses from the caro-giver. but experience an emotional and physical
oneness with this person. Infants are also helpless. utterl n reliant upan th:s
care-gi‘er tOr survival. as the) viere in the w mut).

In the first few months of life. according to Klein. the infant e‘periences
frustration and discomfort in birth and adapting tu a new emironment out
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the svomb. This leads to the unconscious feeling that she or he is attacked
hostile l'orces. which is alleviated by the sensual gratitication and comfort pro-
vided by feeding and other caring actions provided by the mother figure. For
the infant. therefore. the mother figure represents the whole of the external
world. As part of normal development. the first object upon which infants
tixated. Klein contended. was the mother's hreast. which was concept ualized
by the child as both 'good' at some times (when it gratilied desires) and at
others. 'bac' . (when frustrating decires or withholding pleasure). So that the
infant may preser%e the loved aspects of the good mother. a splitting occurs
that results in a severance of love and hate.

While these processes emerge in earliest infancy. when infants undergo the
psychic processes of differentiation from the maternal hody. they continue to
work into adulthood in individuals . relationships with other people and with
material phenomena and their dealing with amhivalent feelings. Parts of the
self (sornetimes the 'batí' parts. sometimes the 'good . parts) continue to he
split off and projected orto important others. intluencing emotional life and
relations with other people and things in adult life. Klein argued that some-
times Chis projection can lead to so ere emotional or personality problems.
but it is also round in minoy degrees in 'normal' people. 1 lollway (1989) gives
the example of the sulnerability and anxiety experienced hy adults in their
relations ss oh others. She argues that diese emotions may he understood as
culturally- inesitable, developed in infants through their interactions with and
positioning hy their care-givers, who invest their own anxieties in the infiints.
As a result, for adults. Anxiety dais provides a continuous. more or less
driver), motive for the negotiation of power relations" ( llollway. 1989: 85).

Feminist writers drassing upon the foundation work of Klein. such as
Dorothy Dinnerstein (1976). Nancy Chodorow (1978. 1989) and Jessica
Benjamin (1994) have employed ohject relations theory (o argue that the role
ditlerentiation beis% een wonten and men shapes the ways in which gender is
reproduced. They build upon the recognition common to most psychoana-
lytic approaches that children construct their autonomous self identity
going through the process of separating from their mothers. The feminist
bject relations school of thought goes un to argue that the process of sepa-
ration from the mother is hoth more important and more complete for hoys
than for girls. underpinning the apparent need for detachment and rational-
ity that supports a masculinist approach to the conduct ()I' the self. There
writers suggest that the basis of men's need to dominate women is their early
attempts tu separate from the mother figure and construct an individual
identity. They argue that it is in this process of differentiation that men
develop an intense fear. anger and resentment towards women. 13oys' rejec-
tion of the engulfing, threatening mother and the embracing of the father
becomes the rejection of women and things deemed leminine. and hence is the
cause of adult men's attempts tu dominate women.

In her inIluential hook The Reproduction of Mothering (1978) and in a col-

lection of essays. Fetninism ami Psychoatud • tic Theor • (1989). Chodorow
argues that girls also recognize that they illtist gain autonomy from the
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maternal body, but feel fess inelined to separate themsebes because they
identity with their mothers as women: they incorporate (heir mothers irrt.1-+ -
their own identity. Mothers, for their part. treat their children differently
according tu whethcr they are male or fentale. As s.-ornen. they- see their
daughters as more like an extension of the self. while their sons are more
likely to be perceived as "odie!' and are pushed towards differentiation.
Chodorow asserts that through their more sy mbiotic relatio:-.ships with their
mothers. women develop a 'self-in-relation . . while men deselop a self that
tends lo den relatedness. Nlen remain psycholo2ically defensis e and inse-
cure, w hile 110111C11 mas. at least in favourable circumstances. gain bet ter
pssehological security for they have less of a need for differentiation from the
primary care-giser.

This approach recogniies that both men and M onten experien,:e the
ambivalences around the desire for atitonomy and independence and the
desire for dependency. connectedness and intimad vith another that pro-
duces the same pleasures experienced in infancy with the materna! body.
However. the process of becoming a gendered subject subsequently shapes the
nature and manikstation of these responses. ksihile hoth hoy s and girls go
through the psychic processes of individuation in earl y infancy. dlie to socio-
cultural assumptions and e‘pectations around gender ho y s rather th.t:t iziris
are eventual!) acculturated to lind int imacy. closeness with and dependency
upon another more frightening and threatening to their presentation of the
self. As part of performing masculinity, hoy s 'line more at stake timan do girls
in constructing and present Mg a self that is a utonomous. It t later in a ehild's
development. in interactions w ith others and in the context of institutions
such as the family, the mass media and the education system that she or he
comes to recognize time gendered meanings around atitonor.-iy/intimit,..y and
rationality/emotionality and learns how lo plirase her or his ow n emocional
responses through dominant discourses un gender.

There are implications in Chis work for understanding both the role of
fathers in producing gendered subjectis ities and inen's relationships as adt:::s
with intimate others, including their children. although Chodorow tends :o
focus on the formen rather t han the lintel .. In Chodorow's s..-hema it is mere
ditlicult for men tu take on a caring role because of their more strongly-dif-
ferentiated sense of self and unconscious need to remain scp,(7.ite from others.
As a result. she ¡irgues. as fathers men has k: dillik.-ulty in enjaging 	 their
children ernotionally- and understanding their nceds in compariso:: »i:h
women's more empathet ie. ot her-cent red approaches. Chodorow 19 -s i e u-
tends that chances in the w ay s in which child cure is dis ideó hetween ;some!)
and men. with men taking more responsibility. ssould	 to chan•es
gender roles for ensuing generations. 13oy s and girls ss 	 first identify
equally with both parents and would timen go through the rrocess of sepa:a-
tion from them both. As such. boys would not need lo becorre so resis:.int to.
afraid. and dismissis e oil the inotherKernininity in estabhshin2 the!: inde-
pendence and masculitic persona. Both boys and girls could des elcIp an
i ndividuatcd and strong sense of self and securc gender iden::ty that does r. t
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invols e either derensiseness and denial of connection to others or ego-bound-
ary conrusion.

Dorothy Dinnerstein (1976) has taken this approach (nen further. arguing
that mothers produce • maimed'. 'semi-human'. 'monstrous' adulo who
bour furo against their mothers because of the stillin g . absolute poseer they
hold over their hclpless children. For Dinnerstein as for Chodorow. the way
out is to construct an alternative psychic scenario whereby infants develop the
initial relationship with hoth parents and thereby project their earliest feelings
onto hoth the mother and the father. The consequence of this. she argues,
would be that the hostility. dread, rage and írustration inevitably aroused
through the psychic separation process would he diverted from ssomen as the
sole target.

The object relations approach provides a number of insights for under-
standing parenthood and gender diffcrcntiation and. hy extension.
fatherhood. However. it has peen suhject to eriticism on severa! crounds.
There is a strong structuralist tendency in this work. at least as it was for-
mulated in the 1970s. with the construction of gender reduced to
reproduction s la family- •elationships. Object relations theor has been crit-
icized for its ethnocentricity. ahistoricity and its essentialist tendencies in
referring to 'the mother and 'the child' in the context 01 the westernized,
one-to-one relationship of mothers Skilli their children (Burack. 1992: 500-1:
Cornwall and Lindisfarne. 1994: 33). Another criticism is that this perspee-
the prisile ges such characteristics as separation and individuation. rocusing
on the contlict. and indeed even hostility. supposedly inherent in hreaking
the symbiotic maternal iníant attachment rather than the pleasures and
benerits of interrelationships and emotional connections with others
( Burack. 1992: 500).

1 : Luther. there are a number of assumptions made about gender by some
proponents of object relations theory that tend to present a homogeneous.
versalized account of masculinity and remininity. There include the assertion
that men eannot engage in nurturing roles because of their need to derend
theinsels-es against what they perceis e to he 'reminine . characteristics. and the
essumption that women are psychically predisposed towards nurturing. and
red less ainhivalenee about merging their i(lentities with another indisidual.
There is little examination of how men in ditferent lile circumstances hased on
their socioeconomie status. ethnicity. generational group. sexual preferente
and so on may respond difterently lo ratherhood. Nor does this body of liter-
ature provide explanations for how indis idual men may transcend the
derensive position into which they are placed as a result of unconscious
processes of indisiduation. SCIlWa lit (1994: 249) asks, fiar instance, how it is
that some men dn assume the role of primar> . ca re-takers and nurturers and
how does Chodorow's model apply (o gay malo couples with children? Such
theory- tends to imply that neit her men flor women can escape the hounds oí
gender roles: ir men are disposed towards clifferentiation. how can they begin
to take on a nurturing response that is expected of thein? 	 criticisms
would suggest the need for a less essentialist understanding of how men and
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women come to develo') gendered approaches to intimate relationships.
In her more recent llork. Chodorow ( I 995a.19‘j51)) has addressed come of

úsese criticisms, moving away from some of her originally essentialist ten-
dencies. She now emphasizes the importante of recognizing the variation
and complexity that are es ident in the ways that individuals take up gender
and engage in intimate relations. Chodorow notes that her osk n sk ork as psy_
chotherapist has demonstrated to her that the emotions and tantasies insested
in mother daughter relationships. the sy mbolizations of the self and the
mother, ditTer ssidely between her remale patients. So too. Chodorou round
that for the toman she was treatintz. the personal and cultural Me:111:11'2S of
t he father viere contingent. al heit strongly inri uenced hy dominant sociocul-
tural discourses about gender. Thus, she concludes: Anyone's emotionally
and linguistically constructed gender. the personally animated gendered self
and world she inhabits. is a continuously insoked and reshaped project invols-
ing self, identity. hody imagery. sexual rantasy. Muges and fantasies about
parents. cultural stories. and unconscious and conscious rallIaSieS about in ti-
inacy. dependency, and nurturance . ( I 995a: 5411.

As a feminist who has more recently taken up Kleinian approaches to the-
orizing gender relations and sexuality. Wendy Hollway similarly rejects a
deterministie approach. arguing that individuals experience inda iduation in
diírerent ways. which has implications for their subsey tient intimate relation-
ships. She has a somewhat more optimistic approach to how people atas deal
with the unconscious anxieties produced through	 iduation. arguing that
'1)epending on the quality of early object relations. people can as:lijes e rela-
tions in adulthood in which the need ror recosmition and the ss ish for
autonomv can coexist. albeit in tension . (II ollss ay. 1995: 9(. 7).

Both Hollway's and Chodorow's more recent theorizing on subje:tit L:y
and intimate relationships underline the linportande of avoiding os er-;ener-
alization and the need to auknosvledge the shifting sature of gendered
subjectivities. Individual '.. they a rgue. Indy he understood as constru:tin:.
experiencing	 understanding t heir (sun position as a gendered suls-eet
an individual ereation that is personally inlleet:d as well as shaped more
broadly through languaee and culture. As a resul:. 'there are mas, inths ¡dual
masculinities and remininities . , although diese may share some similarities
w ith others (Chodorow. 1995a: 521). This approach recognizes that ss1);:e
there are cenan) anatomical and sociocultural conditions that tend to stru.--
ture indisiduals . responses lo others. the nature oí indisiduals • persona:
biographies their lived experiences. their obsersa T.ions oí the experien..-es .,:"
others, their relationships ssith others (including their uwr. parentsl. the:r
sensual, emotional, embodied interactions with the world mediate the ou'.-
come of there conditions. I t emphasizes the ways in which die:-oren: sourees
the self intertssine and hecome important at ditrerent times for the
person. In one context, for example. gender may he particulariy irr.portant
an individual's serse orself and presentation oí the seli: in another. it tnay 're
her or his sexual ()reference. occupation. position as a paren: or 11011-1`.11-Cr.:.
or as a member or a particular ethnic or cultural group
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Blurring the Boundaries: Pleasures and Anxieties

The anthropologist Clifford Geertz once descrihcd thc dominant western
notion of personhood as 'a hounded. unique. more or less integrated moti-
vational and cognitive universo. a dynamic center of awareness, emotion.
judgement and action. oraanized into a distinctis e u hole and set contrastively
against other such wholes and against a social and natural background'
(quoted in Sampson, 1989: I). As this suggests. in contemporary western
cultores one's body is concept ualized as an organista that as one's 'being-to-
the-uorld . is generally kept and understood as separate from other bodies.
even as it is establisheil through interrelationships with others. Like the bour-
geois subject that is pri% ileged in western notions of personhood. the ideal
body is understood to he separate from others. self-contained. autonomous.
This ideal hody is regarded as 'civilize(E. as controlled and regulated, its
boundaries from others and from 'the ()Inside world' kept firmly policed.
The opposition to the 'ci n ilized" hody is the 'grotesque' hodv. the hody that is
unable to regulate and control its boundaries or behaviour, thc body that
allou s too much in and out (such as bodily lluids, emotions. food and drink).
The notion of the 'civilized . hodv includes keeping a distance from others,
tvoiding too much emotiona I or physical contaet, rema Ming aloof (Shilling,
1993).

This concept of the body/self is relatively recent even in western cultores. In
early seventeenth-century Europe the hodv was not yet conceptualized as
discreto. isolated from the nctwork of social relations or the physical world
surrounding it. I nstead. thc hody was understood as essentially porous. opon
lo the elements. allouink_7 a constant interchange oí the elements hetwecn
incide and outside thc body (Duden. 1991: II). During the course of that cen-
tury. however. bodies gradually became prisatite(1 and. to some negree.
invisible and unacknowledged (albeit constrained by a proliferation of sensi-
bilities around their conduct). The broad context fiar this reformulation of
subjectivity was the transition from fetidalism to capitalism and the risc of the
modem state (Ilarker. 1984: 10 12). In that period. the subject became 'self
censoring'. By the late eighteenth century. the body l i ad become individual.
ized and viewed as -owned' by the individual. signifying that person's social
position (Elias. 1994). For writers such as Descartes and Ilobbes, the body
was understood as a machine-like object. amenable to domination by the
rational power of reason: 'The most superior tninds sufíer least from the
intrusions of the body' (Gatens, 1988: 60).

Despite this pri n ileging of the individuated. autonomous body/sel in con-
temporary	 western societics. there remain key points at which the
experienced realit y of the sellarme embodied self falles and blurs. Pregnancy
is one of those points. as I N, potentially, the experience of breastfeeding and

holding or embracing intintately another person. sexually or othcro i.e.
Feminist scholars have vividle written alma the u ays in which their bodies
are experienced as diversified through pregnancy and childhirth. For
instance, Iris Young (1990) has describe(' the unique experience of pregnant
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embodirnent. itwolving the simultaneous experience of multiplicity as %len as
eontinuinasikiiilarity. the blurring hetween 'inside" and 'outside . the self. She
argucs that the pregnant wornan experiences her body as decentred. split or
doubled. as herself and not herself. As such. the boundaries of her body are
not as contined as are other bodies: 'The inteerity of my body is undermined
in pregnancy not only by this externality of the inside. but also by the faet
that the boundaries of my body are themselves in flux. In pregnancy I liter-
allv	 not have a tirm sense of where my body ends and the world begins'
(Y(')um_z. 1990: 163). In another éssay. Youth...) discusses the fluidity of embod-
iment that is para of the breaste," experience for many wornen: 'Nlany
women's breasts are [m'eh more like a !luid than a solid: in mo n ement. they
swav. jiggle. bounce. ripple even when movement is sinalE (1990: 	 195).
Breasts. she ¿irgues. are not simply thc "property . of the woman. but are albo
thought of as bclonging to her sexual partner and her suckling infant. The.
therefore provide another blurrine of one's 'own body' and desires and tilos:
of others.

lo some extent breastieedine. may . represen( the
apotheosis uf this	 tself ontology. the praetices of parcnthood ¿tisk)
potentially embrace a decentring of subjectivity. Just as pregnancy may evoke
connections 10 repressed. preconscious aspects of existence. straddline lan-
guage and instinct 1Young. 1990: 166). the parenting body in close contact
with an infant or small child may- recall early infantile feelings and desires
related to one's own relationship %kiffi the catre-gi‘ me. body This blurring of
the boundaries betueen one's body/self and that of another. however. chal-
lenges privileged concepts of the a u tonomous body/self in western soeieties.

The tension between warning to maintain a sense of an indik iduated self
and tinding oliesen- phy sically or emotionally interna Me,' w i:h another can he
confronting and unsettling. Julia Kristeva (19821 has u ritten ‘i‘ idly of the
revulsion inspired by. the 'abject" body. the maternal body that has blurred
boundaries and therefore cannot easily be categorized as 'ser or - other". as
suhject or object. The abject threatens self-identity in its laek of bounda ries.
For Kristeva. the ahject

is an extremely strong reeling 1n 11it:h is al once somat:c and sy tn .7,olic. and Nk
aboye all a re‘ oh of the person against anexterna1 n:;na,:e from which 01'.2 11a
to keep oneseliat a distance, hu y of which one has th; unpressin that ti is not or.:y
an externaimenace hui that it may menace us from 	 Sor 1, a ¿esire	 ser-
aration. for beeoming autonornoUN and also the 	 of	 impossih;:ity
doing so. (1982: 135 6)

Kristeva conceptualizes the unconscious approaeh to the abjeet ma:ernal
body as a combinado!) of hoch strong revulsion and strong desire. This body
provides food and therefore tire. but is also thremenine beeause of i:s ver>
onmipotence and its ownership of one's own body. having produce,' and
nourished it from its own flesh. In its ambiguity. the maternal bod y re' olts a
cultural sense oforder. but also fullils a longing f r uniticat:on %kiffi au.ither.

Women ho are mothers may tirad the blurring of boundaries be-ween
t hemselves and their foetuses/infants as confrontIng as ue:: as pleas'arab:e.
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Women	 gke birth do not 'naturally" experience attachment to their
infants as 'mothers . : some feel invaded . by the fuera' body when pr-einTint or
fear the constraints and demands of mothering. Cm in (1985) notes. for
example. that the interests between infants and mothers may be contradic-
tory. that the muther may have conflicting desires. hoth conscious and
unconseious. when interacting with her infant which enter lato the constitu-
tion of her role as mother. Women may feel symbolically 'devoured . by their
children. or may feel antagonistic towards diem as they lose their autonomy
and cense of individuated self. or resentful that they hecome portrayed as
mere containers for the foetus or providers uh iood for the infant (Cosslett,
1994: 126-9: see also Walkerdine and Lucey. 1989: Flax. 1993).

While women may well experience these feelings oí ambkalence about
their children. they are positioned lar• more as embole(' suhjects iban are
men. It may he argued. therefore. that the blurring of body/self houndaries
that may he an outcome of parenthood may he experienced as more con-
fronting by	 men because it challenges specifically dominant ideals of
masculinity. These ideals tend to position the mide body/self as far more sep-
arate and autonomous Iban the female/body self. Women are conceptualized
as lacking the rigidly detinyd bodily houndaries that men posea. as hiwing
leaky. " hodies through such actisities as menstruation. pregnancy and lacta-
tion: *women's corporeality is inscribe(' as a mode of seepage', linked nh the
meanings of uncontrollability. contagion and disorder (Grosz. 1994: 203).
Grosz ¡Irgues that because at [his stage in human history only women's hodies
have had the potential to experience the duality of boklies/selves that preg-
nancy, childbirth ;niki lactation provide, 'The relations between inimanence
and transcendence, between 	 ning and bein g a body. between subject and
object or une subject and ¡moler. are not the same l'or women as for inca'
11994: 108). The experiences of having breitsts and of pregnancy, childbirth
and breastfeeding. and perhaps even the assumption or knowledge .1- their
potentiality, are ways of being for women that simply are not accessible to
men. ‘Voinen. indeed. are understood as far more embodied Iban men:
"ornen are constituted as 'bodies' in ways that men are not.
' For example. the pregnant woman ho is disiid antaged through her social

class or ethnic position is often portrayed in legal situations as 'mere body..,
a life-support system for a foettis . subject to court orders enforcing such
procedures as prenatal screening, detention and intrauterine transfusions or
surgery. with her 01\ 11 (N, ishes discountcd in the interest of the wellbeing of her
foetus (Bordo. 1993: 76 7). Other disad(antaged women ha( e been sub-
¡ected tu enforeed sterilization because oí perceptions of them as un ruly
hodies. as 'promiscuous breederisr (Bordo, 1993: 79). or have beca cha rged
with 'abusing . their foettises hy taking drugs (including alcohol). It is Chis
embodie4.1 understanding oí o 11 e ti that is the source of intieh of the cultural
negativity that surrounds ((iiten. As Bordo notes. if 'the boíl) • is the negatik e
term. and if «untan h the body. then «ornen are that negativity, whatever it
may he: distraction from knowledge. seduction 	 ay from God. capitulation
to sexual (Iesire, violence or aggression, failure of will, even death . (1993.

original militases). Ciken the common contlation between rationality and
bod- ily and emotional containment of the seltz ((ornen ha(e therefore been his-
toricall understood as less rational and less ahle to ascrihe to the ideals of the
autonomous body than have men (Lloyd. 1984: Grosz. 1994).

Grosz (1994: 203) has suggested that men'; own fears of loss of houndaries.
their hatred oí liquidities. are projected unto ((ornen in men .s attempts to
resol ve these anxieties. Empirical research Wo u Id seem to suggest that ibis is
indeed the case. Using documentary evidence. Klaus Theueleit (19S7) has
written about the fears harbótired by soldiers ho "ere members oí the
German Freikorps in the years immediately follow Mg the First World War
towards what they saw as the seepii62. Iluid hodies oí ((imiten, and their own
desires to keep their hodies contained. In response to the potential contar.-ii-
nation of both women's hodies and the flood of revolution. the soldiers
descrihed themselves as stitrening. closing themselves off to forro a discrete
entity. holding themsek es erect to ward oft dissolution and stand abo( e
enoulfment hy tluids (Theweleit. 1987: 244). 11 .omen "ere associated. in the
doinestic sphere. with activity that engaged uith hy brid substances: 'The(
turned solids lato liquids when they cooked: and when they 	 ashed elothes
and dishes, or took care of babies. the. worked with. and in. thin•s that «ere
swampy. mushy . (1987: 409). To participate in such aetivitie; w as considered
unmasculine, as «as the generation of such substances by the male's body. For
the soldier mide. Any thing that affected his houndaries or orifices -- any -
thing that exited. entered. becante moist. or Ilowed - y. as no;	 only
"forbidden". hui lechal' (1987: 427). Against [his the soldier n'ale struggled to
achieve the body as hita'. cok) machine, differentiated from and yiotent
towards the mass that thrk• aten Iek. to swallow hin"

Such anxieties al.„ emerged in Holl«ay 'St 198-11 account of interview ; yy lt h

British men in which they expressed their fear of becoming
'enculfekr. heing *sucked in' or - getting in Jeep' in their relationship, \‘ ith
women. The men experienced themselves as (ulnerahle in becoming en-,o-
tionally close lo ((ornen. positioned a; the maternal 	 At the same
time they articulated a great desire for such closeness which ((as afile to
invoke the pleasures of contact with the mother they experienced in infar..:y.
Hollway argued that the men typicallv dealt with this contradiklion by unc,•n-
sciously projecting weakness and emotionality unto ornen and pos:lit-ming
themselves as stronger and more contained. with fewer 'leed, and anyeties.

These theoretical points are integral for understanding hoth the pleasiii-es
and the conflicts that men may experience as fathers. They 	 suggest that
because of the sociocultural meanings attributed to the importance 	 e, n-
tainment of Diles body/self. to maintaining hardness and drenes,.
because of the deeply gendcred mame of these mea ninsis. for men more t h.:11
women to Nur one's houndaries with a nother. to become plural and ir...erke-
pendent rather Iban autonomous (1( hether it he one's sexual partner o:
is potentially to incite anxieties and fears.
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Cone' uding C'untinents

In drawing upon Foucauldian perspectives on discourse in conjunction ""oh
psychoanalytic theories, we can begin to move towards an understandin g of
the experiential, affective. embodied nature of fatherhood that may perhaps
asoid the essentialism of intich contemporary writing on the topic. This com-
bination of theoretical perspectives remains a relatively new approach in
inquiries into masculinities and malo subjectivity and embodiment. As
JelTerson recently commented, 'It is an excitin g. if barely started project'
(1996: 342). Nonetheless. it is making Usen' inercasingiy know it in the litera-
ture on masculinity: see. for example. severa' of the chapters in Mac an Ghaill
(1996).

The implications of taking up diese theories for our "11 %I ork on father-
hood is that we seek to explore the biographical dimensions of hecoming a
father (a process which we would see as open-ended throughout a man's life-
span) as well as acknowled ging the bruader sociocultural context in which
men are situated. We see these two contexts as inevitably interrelated. As
Chodorow ¡irgues. an individual hecomes a person 'in interna' relation with
the social world	 Peopleínesitably incorporare one anotherz our sociality
is buil( into our psychic structure and there is no easy separation of indis id-
ual and society or pussibility of the individual apart from society' (1989:
149). Hence our decision hoth to insestigate the dominant discourses circu-
lating in integral texts. including the 'expert' and 'popular : literature. and tu
talk to men themselves about their experiences in a longitudinal project that
is designe(' to focus attention on the shifting n a ture of taking up the father
subject position in the context of individuals' specinc and personaliied lile
stories.

`Expert' Discourses and the Construction
of Fatherhood

A central focus uf Foucauldian-intluenced research into parenting is iden::-
fying the ways in which the state and other agencies. supported by expe:t
knowledge systems such as science, medicine and puhlic health and the social
sciences. have sought tu mensure. monitor and hence re.gulate the physical and
mental characteristics of individuals in the attempt to manage and
populations. As Rose has noted. • For a domain te he gtwernable. ene net or.". ∎
needs the tercos to speak and think about it. ene also needs te be able
assess its conditions' (1989: 121). Such assessment requires continua: mor.:-
toring. the recording of facts and figures. statistical calculation.
production ofuritten reports and graphs and so en. These expert techniques
and knowledges may be seen as 'techniql1CS for the dis, iplining uf !minan d::-
ference". serving to Intlividualize; limitan% throu g h processes of
and calibration and developing norms ( Rose. 1989: 123).

Over the pilS1111111 . CCIlltiry. the body oí acadernic literature on parer
and the family has proliferated. Nlothers and iathers. and their children.
been majar subjects of empirical research in the medica' and social se:ences.
particularly loe developmental psycholo g y. Indeed. these bodies of know ledJe
have heen central te the very constitution of the categories of •111,`I114:7..
't'Infle!' and 'cliild". particularly in identifying 'normality . ' and
In this chapter. we build upen our discussions of the theoretical approach:s
to understanding fatherhood in the pres ious chapter te explore some of t:.;
dominant ways in Utlik:11 r;1111ers and fatherhood hace been studied 	 rer-
resented in the social and health care sciences. As sse has e noted. the
of authority carric(' by	 knowledges means that they play an
role in shaping contemporary notions of \shat t"atherlioc , (1 i. and ';oss :1
should he conducied.

The chapter begins ss ith a historical oversiew of the '1a ∎ , 111 1\ 1114::*.

'expert' knowledges base gradually colonized the family. ser. in ttl

and monitor. and therefore constitute it in cenan) ssay s. \Ve then 	 ‘in
look at the field of psvchology and how it has heen used te research:athe:-
hood, followed by an anaivsis of the family . health and welfare lite:atL7e.
applied sociological research and acadentic writitus on ma,:itlinity. 	 cc. 7.-
ducting this analysis. we are assuming that. as the sites for the produe:ion
discourses in themselves. the health and social sciences cannot he iso:ated as
separate from the sociocultural context	 hich thev operate and constr.....t
certain tupes oí individuals and social groups as 'problerns'. Nene
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Conclusion

In Chapter 1, we reviewed a range of theoretical perspectives that we sug-
gested were insieht fui in addressine the ontology of fatherhood. \Ve discussed
how parenthood is now dominantly conceptualized as a considered enter-
prise, parí of the project of the self. Children are viewed and treated both as
'sacred : and as 'planning objects', requiring much investrnent of time. thou52ht
and the seekine out oí information on the pan of their parents so that their
quality is maxintized. The child is often considered as an opportunity for par-
ents to fulfil their unrealized dreams and hopes, to produce a better version
of themselves. As we showed in Chapters 2 and 3, in both 'expert' and popu-
lar forums it is typieally argued that the 'normal : and 'successful:
development and maturation of children finto adulthood is dependent upon
the kind of care and attention given them by their parents. Further, it is
believed that it is via careful and successful parenting, amongst other inllti-
ences such as formal edueation. that children come to learn to en gage in
self-regulation and work upon the self: that is, to become 'civilized^. The
construction of parenting as problematic has provided a spring-board for
mothers and fathers to engage in continua' self-rellect ion and questioning of
their acti \ fines as parents, to work towards the ideal of the 'goa' mother and
the 'good : father.

This approach to parenting might he descrihed as the 'rationar level of
hurtan action, which is la rgely produced and representad through discourse.
At the 'extra-ration:II' levet oí meaning and action, we have suggested. the
affective. embodied, sensual dimensions of parenting also need to be consid-
ered, for they are also vital to the meanines of contemporary.. parenthood.
Caring for a child involves heiehtened physical and emotional sensations
that go beyond 'rationar action and originate frota individuals' earliest expe-
riences with their primar) . care-gisers. The parent child relationship is
endowed w ith high C1110tiOn from e\ en belOre a child is born. The physical
contad that infants have with their care-eivers is the basis oí their earliest dif-
l'use sensations oí pleasure and einotional states. including the smell and feel
of the care-eivers' skin, the sound and rhy t hin of their voices. breat 'ling and
heartbcat. the warnith and Liste of the milk they feed the infant. The mean-
ings of (hese sensations go beyond the discursive, constituted as they are
belitre the acquisit ion of language. Emotion, t herefore. is a central component
of the parent-child relationship. as is the interplay between unconscious
Omitas) and a consciously perceived 'reality'. As Chodorow 'irgues. 'our
experiences as aten and W • 0111C11 come from deep within. both within our

pasts and. relatedly, within the deepest struetures of uncons(rious meaning
and the most emotionally moving relationships that help constitute our daily
lives' (1989: 2).

Unlike in previous centuries. children are not valued for their \vorking
capacity but solely for a ffective needs - providing their parents with set
filment, giving their lives a new meaning. a sense of 	 purpose and
responsibility. allowing them to express unconditional love and so on. In a
world which is considere(' to he charzteterizeci by superficial, self-serving and
uneertain relationships with others (including one's marital partner), a child
offers a loving relationship that will be stable: 'Where other aims seem arbi-
trary and interchangeable. beber in the afterlife vanishes and hopes in this
world prove evanescent, a child provides ore with a chance to fiad a l'irm
footing and a heme' (Beck and Beck-Gernsheim. 1995: 11)7).

These contentions are supported by our research with fathers. As demon-
strated in Chapters 4 and 5, a number of dominant discourses about fathers
and fatherhood emerged in the men's accounts. These inelude the follow ing
fatherhood as logical step. a 'natural parí of adult 	 ratherhood as
a revelation. an opening up to intense feeling: fatherhood as overwhelming.
fatherhood as an enterprise. something that needs to he worked at. requirine
continued devotion and time: iatherhood as a major responsibility. father as
protector: father as provider: fatherhood as transformative of the self. an
integral life experience that causes the father to reassess and change his sense
of self: fatherhood as demanding. a source oí stress and strain: 'good : father-
hood as close involvement with one's child: 'good s fa:herhood as "bein
there': fatherhood as an opportunity to guide and chape another :s	 father-
hood as a source of fulfílment. joy and wellspring of lo\ e: fatherhood as an
opportunity for intimacy with another (the child). As we note(' in pre \ ious
chapters. many of these discourses may also he identilied in a range of media.
including both 'expert' and more popular texts.

All oí our interviewees drew upon most of these discourses at some poin:
or anot her when describim2 their experiences and feelings relaled to
fatherhood, and nianv articulated diem constantly as a mearas of mak
sense of their experience and presenting theinselv es as iathers. Sonie 	 thes(.
discourses were more dominant at different points of the rnen :s experien,‘e.
while others competed for prominence simultaneously. 	 l'o: example.
the men seented to see fatherhood as sontetlting that \\ as  'natural' or

happened . \\ hen describing it before the birth of their child. the notion
fatherhood was 'an enterprise : and 'something that needs to be ).korked

WaS also commonly espoused at this time. ratherhood \\ as  raid	 \ ohe
inuch preparation. thinking about appropriatc bella\	 anj financia:
arrangements. as well as ' talkillg thillgS o\ er' w ith one's rartner in relalion
the management of domestic labour and child cure tasks. This diseourse
intensified in men :s accounts ni the first few weeks after th.e bir:h o: their
child. The aten also appeared to have tended to take up the no:ion ot the
'sacre(' child : . seeing other people and demands as secondar: to the pri(-)rit:.
of meeting what they perceived to be the child's needs. There appeared to be
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a continual tension. according to the men's accounts. hetween their desire to
maintain a • rational', controlled approach to parenting, involving prepara-
tion. the secking after and acquisition of knowledge and negotiation with
their partner about respective responsibilities and methods of dealing with
the infant, and the representation of the child as an anarchic phenomenon.
causing continua! disruption. provoking 	 or 'overss helming'
responses and emotional states (including intenso tuve as well as f rustration.
anger and despair) and generan); confounding the parents' attempts to main-
tain order.

It appeared to be very important to most of the men in our study that they
could develop an emotionally close relationship ssith their child from early
infancy onwards. that they could 'get to know' the child. They articulated a
longing, a desire for closeness with their children, and they felt trustrated and
anxious if they found this relationship not developing as thev hoped. The men
appeared to see this 'close' and Involved . relationship as important for the

development as well as for theinselves in providing thein %kiffi a fui-
filling parentin g experience. The men often describes' their loving and
protective feelings towards their children as different from those they liad ever
experienced with others. and they sometimes found it ditlicuft to put into
words their strong feelings. These men did not conforin to the archetype of
the 'emotionally inexpressive male' (1)uncombe and Marsden, 1993). Rather.
thes viere quite opon in expressing the strong feelings of love thev fel' tOr their
children. and their distress at not heing able to spend much time with diem.
Severa! used the terco 'falling in !ove' ss hen descrihing 110%n' their feelings for
their children pegan to emerge. Many men also talked in detall about in t imate
teatures of (heir relationship with their female partners. including the strains
on thc marriage as well as the greater feelings of lose they liad for their part-
ners alter their child %vas horn.

Further. the men drew on a discourse privileging the expression of affee-
tion and love in describing their relationships with their fathers and their
idealized notions of how thev would like to father their own children. Nea rls-
all the men positiones1 their own Lithers as 'absent', as perhaps doing their
best to provide economically for the family but as 'emotionally distant'.
Whether or not this was in niel the case. the dominan t discourse circulating
in contemporary ibrums labellin g the last generation of fathers as 'absent'
has proved powerful in this generation :s tendeney to identify 'absence' as a
prohlem. As sse have suggested. for many men the solution to this problem-
atic absence is the discourse of 'heing there'. a radie:- amorphous terco that
suggests, abole all, some kind of presence rather than absence. This ty piral
juxtaposition of the negative 'ahsent' father versus the positise Insolved.
fatIter who is 'there' denotes the men's desire for intimate closeness with
their own fathers that is projected unto their children. Appropriatc mas-
culinity. in this sense, is related to the .ibility to express and cngage in fatherly
love for one's child as well as to pros ide material resources for the family. The
men not only wanted their children to lose them as they themse1ves wanted
to lose their own fathers. but also wished to be able to invest their own lose

freely in their children. in a reciproca]. mutually loving relationship sshich
was not 'foreed'.	 -

There was little indication in most of there men's accounts that 'nurturance:
and 'caring' are non-masculina attributes. This would suggest that the ways
that altitudes to intimacy are articulated are very much phrased through con-
temporary discourses on subjectivity and gender. Just as in the eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries. many bourgeois men were quite capable of. and
comtbrtable in. expressing their deep feelings of love for each odien including.
kissin g each other fraternally Vactivone. 1990). and 'buil:1 the puhlic display
of weeping an appropriate expression of bine sensitivity (Vincent-Butrault.
1991). the ability to express affection lOr one's children or.)enly is championed
as pan of a masculina demeanour in the late twentieth centurv.

Fatherhood. for most of the men in our study. did challen g.e their sense of
heing 'in control'. This loss of control was associatcd with distress and frus-
tration. as well as anxieties about dealing physically with a tiny infant. At the
same time. however. they round much pleasure in being pan of 'the family
unir' and takin g on responsibility for a child. They commonly deseribed thei:-
position as fathers as involving seeing the ehild as 'a parí of me'. and as
has Mg their tutores inextricably linked to that oí the child. insolving constara
responsibilits for her or him. Unlike men's relationship; with their female
partners. the love they can o1rer to and receis-e from a ehild is regarded
more permanent: they ssill always he their fathers and ideally- will alssavs he
positioned. in some w ay. as the guardian and guide for their children. The
men's positioning oí theinselves in this way provides them with a sense of
strength and mastery. The infant :s response to its father lis recognition ot:
him as 'thc father' through such ernhodied responses	 smiling and head-
turning as well as its tu:mil -est:Mon of physical or pers, , nality traits that the
father can reeognile as "in herited - from himself pros ide an important mearas
for men oí connect ing emotionally with their child. The'; responses also gis e
men a sense of potenes that they mas otherwise lack ta dealing with their
young children. pa rtly because they base not peen able to dcvclop a sense
expertise and control in interacting ssith them to the same extent , t , the:.
obsers e in their feinale partners.

We tOund. thcn. that despite the fact that most of the men in the stud:.
describes' their family of origin as conforming to the archety pa: gcndcrcd
(lis ision uf labour. \kiffi tic mother providing most oí the child eare and the
father as generan) . 'absent : from the homo. undertaking paid employment
support the family. they ss ere also able to artieulate a desire for closeness
intimacy ssith their children. This challenges the contentions from femini,t
theorists using object relations theors that men are not able to des elop
'relatedness' to others	 including their children	 un!ess they themselse
has e beca parented by both men and s orben. Nonetheless. there k; S ', Id! :-
dClICC that at least some of the men viere stru ggling with the pri•ileg.ed
diseourse of emotional « involvement . witlt their childre: •. The men :, tendene•
to draw on notions of 'protector' and 'pros Wel'. the 'erson \sha ideally :,
'strong' and 'controlled : w hen describing how best lo ,'.cal with :athe:-hood.
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suggests a discourse of fatherhood that continues to be phrased through gen-
dered assumptions.

This supports Hollway's (1995: 94) argument that as part of their defence
against the unconscious anxieties First produced in infancy in the process of
individuation from the mother, both men and women may scek recourse in
taking up the pender-differentiated discourses available to them. The pre-
vailine sociocultural ineanin ,gs constructed around femininities and
masculinities. therefore, svill tend to shape the ways that indivi yluals deal with
these anxieties. In the interests of performing 'good' motherhood and pre-
sentin g themselves as 'good' mothers, for example, women rather than men
may have much more invested in worryin;_2. about their children, and in
describing this concern to an interviewer. As Walzer (1996: 221) has noted,
svorrying is culturally understood as 'something that mothers do'. and the
absence of this may challenge the detinition of a *good . mother for a mother
herself or her partner. Similarly. the dominant discourse that privileges the
notion of fathers acting as economic providers may mean that men are more
likely to emphasize this role when descrihing their experiences of fatherhood.
Because the prevailinLz discourses Itround fatherhood privilege both the
'father as provider and protector' and 'father as enwtionally involved' dis-
courses, men are articulating both as a rneans of dealing with this challenging
new relationship.

The infant. in its state of unpreclictable behaviour. its 'uncivilized . lack of
control over its body, is a prohlematic source of love. Infants constantly
threaten rationality and order by the grotesqueness of their uncontained
bodies, wuit all the associated work. lack of sleep. noise and "din' (the vari-
OUS bodily Iluids they constantly ernit) this entails (1\turcott. 1993). We
suggested in Chapter 1 that because of tile sociocultural meanines privileging
the contained body/self and besto • ine a masculine rather than feininine
gender upon this ideal notion of subjectivity and embodiment. and because
men 'tia some of the physical capacities for merging the body/selt' with
another that women possess (sueh as pregnancy and breastfeeding). men are
more likely than women to lind the uncontained liquidities and physical
excesses of the infant hod confronting. Aran 13rien. an Enelish novelist and
father of now adult children. has writtcn vividly of the dread and res ulsion
inspired in men by some of the odours and textures produced by the ir-trata
hody:

There seeins to he something about that elleesy, beany, cassoulet sinell of the iníant
shit. the ammoniac svhitiof infant piss somewhere between a very sour white vine
and a concentrated paint stripper, that is loo 	 enklielmingly intimare for the
virgin nose of the pee-paternal mate. Some fathers mecer gel os.er ibis and make
su re they wilI remain forever a stranger to the slopping pon y. the s‘arin ruhber
blunket , the caked sick clown the hack of the jacket. (1993: 17)

Infants' perceived state of innocence and \ ulnerability may evokc feelings oí
affection and the desire to protect litem. but their incessant demands may be
experienced as excessive, curling finto question a man's ability to regulate his
lile as he was used to.

Men's desires for intimar.} with their children are deseloped and expressed
in a sociocultural setting in which men are still expected to ork te' support
their families and svhere the 'stay-at-home husband' continues to he regdrded
as an oddity (Russell. 1987: Grbich, 1995). 1 n Ien's interactions with their
children are constrained by the demands of their paid employment. The'
may also he constrained by women's own desires and anxieties about their
role as rnothers, the meanin ,gs of which are themselses ints.eeted througl:
dominant discourses on the 'good' mother. Whilc some rnen rata} \sant :o he
the one who stays at home to engage in the kind of personalized. attenti.e
child cure that is considered essential for a chilyi's optimal de\ elormen:. the
fact that thcv earn more money than their female partner. or that their part-
ner prefers to he the one to stay home. confounds this. In:erestinely enough.
we found in our research that an anatornical difference bet • een mer. any:
women - women's capacity for breastfeeding - combined wIth a eurrently
hegemonic discourse that insists upon the importanee of breastfeeding
infants both for health reasons and for maternal child •bonding"
served to shut men out ot . experiencing a elose embodied relationship with
their child to the extent thev would have liked. We found in the :rtter\ tea
data from the women in our study that several of them	 stry-mgly
to this discourse of 'breastfeeding is bes( that they strug . :led to contir..de te
breztstfeed their child despite experiencing continuing pain or se\ ere dis-
comfort.

The cultural expectations and assumptions a round genderej by.-sdies
explains why it is that women. as more embodied and erny , :ior.al sunr:ect,._ are
expected to "know \shit to do' with infants and silla!' ehilcren. 	 only
through their 'maternal instincts' but because they ha\ e a hodil • 	or :ntu-
itiveiemotional cense of the child's needs and feelings, which men. as :more
disemboylied and rational suhjects. are eenerally assunae y:	 lo laek.	 lt is
assumed. therefore, that women require soinew hat less	 le,s
tion ni-ton parenting than do men. There is little that is	 regdrded a,
-instinctive' abottt fatherhood. particularly in relation t.- the exuessi,..• n o:
nurturing and emotional sensitivity that is regardcd as essenzdal te' 	 prac-
t ice oi'new • or "involvetf fatherhood. That is, v. hile w 	 ce:lune:11y ;,:stie

that men have a eertain capacit e for nurturance that líes

itself is portraye y1 as somethine that is essentially !carril and reeluire, pra...t ice
and work to allow this nurturance lo emerge in appropria:e _ty 	 S.:ecessful
fatherhood is portrayed tu the produet uf acquired know ledee and rfl'e. • :ery

OÍ uctiun. motherhood, in contrast. still tends to he represente J as has in.2.ar
instinctive core. While women are also eneouraged to see	 o _1 in:rsun.,:ior
about pregnancy. childbirth and parenting, motherhoo¿ is s-.:11 ce mrn
seen as more essentially a pan of femininity, not as spli: 	 wop..ann.00y:
as fatherhood may sometimes be split from manhood. \len. and women.
therefore, are negotiating parenting arrangements in a centex-. in w 	 is
still considered that the mother is more important to her	 sve:fare
than the father and "instinctively . ' possesses a g reater eapaz.:ty.	n _ rl u-
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Counter to diese taken-for-granted assumptions. we sucgest that men and_
women should he viewed as possessing equally the capacity for deseloping a
close. intimate relationship with their children through regular caring activi-
ties. It is often the female partner ;Alto becomes know ledgeable about the
child because she is the one engaging in regular. everyday caring. As we found
in our study, it is all too easy for men to lag behind their t'enlate partner in
developing the skills of caring for their children. even when the men may
strongly wish to do so. and it can be difticult for them to make up for lost
ground. Once it becomes established that one parent 'knows' more about the
child and her or his needs and is more competent in dcaling with the child.
then it is difficult for the other to acq tare equivalent knowledge and expertise.
It then tends to be assumed that the more expert parent will take major
responsibility for child care it scems 'eztsier' that way. This detining of the
'more expert' and 'less expert' parent is generally based in early activities
sita as feeding and soothing the infant. The pleasure that the 'more expert'
parent may dense from his or her greater knowled ge and ability in dealing

ith the child may also prove a harrier to allossing the other parent to par-
ticipate.

It num do not have the opportunity to engage in diese activities. they
cannot deselop a sense of the child's needs tu respond to diem in ways that
their fúmale partners would see as aclequate. Barban' Katz Rothinan (1994)
discurses the importance of practising embodied care ft.v intimate relation-
ships in deseribing the ways that her own and her husband's approach to
caring for others changed alter they had liad children. Rothman recalls her
own awkwardness in having to touch her modier's body in caring for her
durin g an illness, and that of her husband towards herself k1 hen he ¿atended
the hirth of their first child. Alter caring for the child over a period of years.
1(001111mi notes. her husband Izad reorientad bis approztch:

Nurine. me through my lirst labour, he was infinitely well-meaning Nursing me
through nty sccond. hc k nem, what he was doing. I le had been tuirturing b r seven
vears of nursing caraches. hellvaehes. changing diapers, ealming 'light terror;.
holding pans ror vomit. taking out splinters. washing bloody v n-otinds. I k had
grnwn accustomed to the sheer phy sieality oí the body. the siglas and sound, and
smells. More essentially. what I showed him in niv pain and my lear was not for-
ei o n he SiI5 the bah). the child in me. not the one I was birthirw. hut the one I
¿set!' am. and he nursed it. Nnw duo a 111:111 (o enser okl age Jith (Rodunan.
1994: 156: original empliasis1

As Rothman's reina rks would suggcst. the regular embodied caring of a child
may overcorne the disgust or dislike of the 'dirty' bodily fluids it cmits or its
otber uncontained bodily activities such as prolonged crving. Thus. although
men cannot experience pregnancy. childhirth or lactation, their bodies have
other potentialities for inerging with anot her. Fatherhood is comn i only expe-
rienced as a diversification of the body/seli from autonomous. single
body/self to a joint body/self. This may oceur experientially through a man's
realization alter the birth of his child that he is noss responsible for another,
vulnerable person's wellbcing and that this other person is (genetically or

emotionally or both) 'pan of him'. While he is unible physically to experi-
erice pregnancy or breastfeeding. a father may engage in a series of other
embodied activities with his child that Indy blur the boundaries between his
body and that of his child. sud' as cuddlinc or sleepim.., with the child or
bathing together.

This caring may engender intimacy and Jeep affect ion through such
physical contact with the child's hody. I t is the basis for the 'maternal think-
ing' we discussed in Chapter 5. and for the kind oí abichng los ing relationship
with one's small child for which men are expressing such a stron g desire.
One man interviewed in our study quite explicitly discussed how his expen-
ences in caring for his child had led him to see the world differently - he
could not understand how people could hit their children. for example. He
also descril-Ned how he became emotionally distressed at hearing news repors
oichildren heing killed, his responses intensitied because of bis own position
as a father with a rnuch-loved child. Even those men who w ere not
pating to a great extent in child care often reponed spending time thinking
about their child 1s hile at work. including planning the child's future. and
ringing borne during the day to cheek on her or him. As we noted ahoy e.
some men - typically those who liad gained much pleasure from their inter-
actions with their children	 w ere even wishing that the were at home
engag.ing with the child rather than at work. and had diseussed with the:r
partner the possibility of staying at borne while she went back to pa:J
employment.

To some extent. an insistence opon ditterences betw ;:en feminine and mas-
enhile positions can become somesshat static and reductionist. This may
particularly he the case if other sources of shaping and experienein subje,--
tivity are not acknowledged. for 'gender forms only one axil of a complex.
heterogeneous construction, constantly intcrpenetratirt. in historically
ciñe ways, with multiple other axes oí identity' (Bordo. 19)3: 222). In
discussinc the suhject positions °I' father and mother. w !ICC(' a. ,0 to ree...‘2-
nize the importance oí acknow led g ing (hese positions,t, other iban gende:ed
suhjects. That is, the ways in whieh men's and ssomen's experiences of
enting are similar as well as ditferent should he acknowledged. For hc u th men
and women, for example. lleco:Min.; a parent insols es a poten::aI
mat ion in viewing the self that ti rak1 ti opon b0(11 their early e‘periens. es atto
iníant and suman child ot being k...1red fkw by their pare:::, and late7ex:-,erienees
ss ith or perceptions of infants and children.

It is generally assumed that women's 'private' or ",: , mestic' roles as unes
or partners, mothers and their other family roles (jaughter. s:ste:-. gra::J-
mother) are integral to their sense of sett and their manncr o: cohduct:ng
everyday life. Much sociological and psychological resear,:h duected at :his
issue has supporied this assumption. In contrast. it a assumed that tren\
roles as hushand or partner. father and so on are less important :0 their s ..:b-
jectivity, with t heir 'public* work role providing the most siunilicant
of the self. To what extent does this assumed differe:::e in the veas men and
women define their subjectisity exist? 1s the oft-ma.:e dis 	 be:ween :he
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'male-dominated public sphere' and the l'emale-dominated private sphere'
salid (if it ever was) as the twentieth century dra •s to its close?

Wc would suggest that continuing to draw a distinction between the 'pri-
vate' and the 'public' spheres in relation to both fatherhood and motherhood
is somewhilt arbitrary and a false dichotomy. The family and parenthood are
by no means separate from the 'outsidc world'. The body . of 'expert' and
popular literature that provides advice and norms to parents for the raising of
their children we described in Chapters 2 and 3. the legislation around chil-
dren (for example. in relation to the re g isterin2 of hirths. children's schooling
and parental neglect) and the power held by the social welfare system to
remove children from their parents. are all examples of the ways in which
childbirth and child rearing are constantl. monitored and regulated by state
and other hodies. Further. both women and men are now confronted with
dealing with competinsz imperatives between paid labour and the faniily.
Market economies tend to position their workers as having no demands out-
side the workplace. expectinl them to he flexible. single-ininded and
ambitious (Beck and Beck-Gernsheint, 1995: 144). As we have show n. how-
ever. men orcen tend to approach their work lives di flrently once they have
become fathers and feel themselves r'esponsible for supporting their children
and sometimos their femide partners. Fatherhood may provide a point of
mutual interest with work colleagues. both male and female, who also have
children, allowing men to participate at work in a social network of parents
in ways that men Without children cannot. The role of fatherhood may also
lend a certain gravitas to men in the work context. a sign to their colleagues
of their greater 'initturity . and sense of responsibility.

la the contemporary context in which women are calle(' upon tú present
themselves as masculinized. highly regulated and autonomous subjects in
the paid work place to achieve professional success. motherhood now :pay
confront women (particularly those who have enjoyad success in high status,
traditionally mide occupations) with similar anxieties and frustrations (sea the
remarks made about professional women who become mothers in Nippert-
Eng, 199(j: 219-20). hist as the ambivalence that many women feel around
motherhood is Iinked to their concerns about their own individualit ∎ and
their role as mothers, including how to balance paid work, other interesas and
rclationships with others with the responsibilities, anxieties and pleasures of
child raising, men are confronted with similar concerns.

(7ont inuing to define parenting roles in tercos of. on the onc hand. notions of
'patriarchy • or. on the other hand. the different "functions' that fathers and
mothers fulfil in response to inherent dispositions or gender norms and expec-
tations, fails to recognize the complexity and constantly changing and
negotiated nature of contemporary parenthood. Gender differences in the
way men and women approach and experience parenthood reinan] evident.
We have argued. however. that these differences are not simply the result of
ose vender being 'mit tirally . or 'instinctively' better at some tasks than others,
or the outcome of men setting out to oppress their passive l'enlate partners.
imposing the hurden of child care upon them. 1Zather, there is a complex
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intertwining of acculturation and personal biography at work. This involves
an interplay of aspects peculiar to couples' immediate situations. such as the
nature of their paid work., their infant's behaviour and disposition. the avail-
ability of support from family or friends and individuals' experlenc,. • s with.
and observations of. their own parents, with broader sociocultural trend,.
such as the range of dominant discourses circulating on how a sood • father
and *good" mother should approach and conduct parentin
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